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I 12iITED STATES OF AMERICA
O

MUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 ___

PUBLIC MEETING

5 WORKSHOP CN FRAMCiORKS FCR

0 DE"ELOPI'!G A SAFETY GCAL

TMIRD ?LE'IARY SESSION

8

9 Rickey's !!yatt !!ouse

10 4219 El Camino Real

11 Palo Alto, California

12 Friday, 3 April 1931

I The meeting was convened at 9: 10 a.m., pursuant to

14 notice, with Gacrge Sege, Progran Chairman, Of fice of Policy

15 Evaluation, presiding.

I6 PRESE'iT :
_

17 Mssrs . Beyea, Bradburn, Bridenbaugh, Burstein ,

I0 Charnoff, Cochran,''erby, Eisenbed, Ernst, !!utt, Joksimovic,

19 .< cuts , LaPorte , tave, Levine, Lewis , Malsch, Lovrance ,

20 MacLean, Maxey, Ma::ur, O'Dennell, Okrent, Paige, Perrow,

2I Salisbury, Shelrion, Slovic, Starr, Temme, Wald, Zebroski, et

33
~~

al.

23 * * *
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2 MR. SEGE: Good morning, ladies and gentientn. We

3 are about to begin the third plenary sessien of the NRC

4 Sa f ety Goa l Workshop. The session will be devoted to the

5 final reports of the panel chairren, and subsequently to a

6 discussicn of those goals and to the discussion of the

7 cross-cutting issues of the workshop.

8 Bef ore we begin with the panel reports, I would

9 like to turn the floor ever to Walter Kato, who has some

10 announcements .

11 (Discussica of f the racerd)

12 MR. SEGE: Than k yeu , Wa lt. We are now ready to

13 proceed to the report of panel A, quantitative safety coals,

14 Dr. Hernan Kouts.

15 DR. KouTS: Well, George has asked that these

16 reports be structured in a special way, and I will try to

| 17 adhere to this as well as I can, although it is not going to

18 be possible to do this altogether without being repetitious,

19 so I <ill depart from this to some extent.

20
.

so I will first of all go through what I consider

21 to be the highlights, or what we censider to be the highlights

22 of the outcome of our discussions.

13
| Let me tell you at the outset that yesterday

24 af terncon, Hal Lewis, being bored with the rate and ccntant of

15 process, decided it would be worth sumnari:ing the session,'

|
,
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1 and he did so, and most or a good part of what I am going to

<s
2 give is Hal Lewis's contribution, and you might recognize some

3 of the fingerprints here.

4 Highlights . There should be thought of quantitative

5 saf ety goals . This was important, because that was the

6 purpose of our panel. There should be quantitative saf ety

7 goals in order to enhance the protection of the public, not
.

8 dirnetly, but through making the regulatory process less

9 capricious and more objective.

10 The standards must be clearly understood to be

11 subject to political test. A standard can enforce

12 quantitative analysis and rules and subsystem standards and

13 these are objectives to be met.

14 It can provide a de minimus basis for deciding what

15 measures are important enough for safety and what measures

16 are not significant.

17 The goals should at their center consist of a

18 qualitative stata desired to be acheived, related to safety
~

19 of the people. This should be supplemented by quantitative

20 features which implied acheiving the qualitative goals.

21 somewhere, but not necessarily as part of the goals, there

, 22 must be instructions on how to use these quantitative limits

|
23 in a reasonably unambiguous way.

24 Several proposals of safety goals f or nuclear

| 25 power plants have been made. Included have been of f erings by

- _ _ __ - _
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1 individuals and groups with varied backgrounds and other
/

2 obj ections .

3 These proposals address different statements of

4 qualitative objectives, and they are accompanied by

5 discussions of a variety of criteria that are said to have

6 been used in arriving at the quantitative goals, yet the

7 outcome, as the quantitative limits, is remarkably similar.

8 The limits are set on different quantities and in

9 different cases; there is an overall consistency. This is at

10 first surprising, because the guiding criteria has many

11 arbitrary features, and it reflects a greater degree of

12 concurrence than would be expected of work done in separate

- 13 isolated monastic cells.

14 Regardless of this broad community, and of how this

15 broad community of agreement may have been arrived at, it is

16 heartening because most of the j ob of structuring rational

17 saf ety goals with a broad consensus seems already to have

18 been acheived.
I
I 19 However, there is less agreement on the way safety

20 goals should be used. This may be, as important a question or

21 perhaps an even more important one than the goals themselves.
!

22 The goals should include requirements related to|
1

23 ha::ard status or substatus so that not only a final grade be

24 acheived, and then Hal's ccrnment here is that every

25 professor knows the difficulty attached to giving only a single
"

'
,

i

.
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1 grade.

im

2 The goals should also include quantitative

3 components related to individuals highly at risk, and to the
i

4 aggregate risk to society. They sheuld include a component

5 related to financial inpact on society.

6 A limit on anticipated frequency of partial core

7 damage -- this is very particular in conclusions -- a limit

8 on anticipated frequency of partial core damage is not very
i

9 usef ul at this time, because no one knows how to calculate

10 that probability as reliably as would be needed.

11 The goals should respond to the question of how

12 safe is safe enough, and should imply such a judgment. And

13 this is not a unanimous view, but is almost unanimous , and

14 ALARA type complements should not be included.

15 The licensing process should be deterministic,

16 with the deterministic requirements justified through .
I

17 demonstration that they assure meeting the safety goals. i

18 Both the subsystem and the whole plant analysis can

,
19 contribute to this, but it is recognized that in the present

20 state of the art, a large elenent of judgment would still be

21 involved, as well as recourse to operating experience.

22 The one exception to the deterministic rule should

i 13 he that an applicant f or a license should be free to propose

24 a new system or a new subsystem and to prove by analysis that

-- 15 it better achelves the goal.

.- , __ _ _ _. -- _ , _. - -
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1 The numbers associated with the goals require
em

2 political consensus, but the development of the techniques of

3 calculation requires much more technical work. In particular,

4 there may be some subgoals for which the calculation is new

5 beyond t.4e state of the art. This is a confli-t. There is a

6 conflict requiring resolution here, between desirability and

7 complete feasibility. Ma l sa ys c ' es t la vie . That is the way

8 it is in life anyway.

9 The goals should quarantee that as f ar as cost

10 goes, the public benefit of nuclear power is greater than the

11 risk, which is part of the overall cost, but this risk and

12 cost shculd not be so unevenly distributed that any

13 individual is unreasonably exposed to risk.

14 It is recognized that this tradeof f between public

15 benefit and individual cost is inherent in any ceaplex

16 society, and the issue here is no diff erent than elsewhere,

17 and no simpler either.
i

I

| 18 The goals should be dynamic, to respond to progress
|
' 19 in technology. The grandf athering of plants already

20 approved should be normal policy in the absence of overriding

21 safety considerations to the contrary.

22 This last point is especially true, because the

23 more quantitative goals that we are discussing here will be

24 addressed principally in pla nts that will not come into

25 existence and operation for more than a decade, and they must
-

-

|
t
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1 be applicable to conditions that we can foresee as possibly
,m

2 important then.

3 Political consensus and public acceptance are

4 assantial to the end product, but the responsibility of the

*

5 Nuclear Regulatory Commission and not to satisf y them.

6 These are not always compatible objectives, nor are they

7 always conflicting. Hal's comment there is if doctors were

8 licensed through a public hearing, we would have more

9 charming quacks than we do now.

10 These are the points that we agreed on, .or these

11 are the highlights of the points ,that we agreed on.

12 One issue which is strongly at debate, and may

13 require greater resolution or may not require greater

14 resolution; this is the conceptual basis underlying

15 quantitative limits.

16 Now, I pointed out earlier that there is a greater

17 degree of coherence in the quantitative limits that people

18 establish than there is in the basis that they use for

19 getting there. Some favor one basis, some favor another.

20 Probably most in our panel agree that cost benefit

21 or risk benefit analysis would be the pref erable basis for
r

22 setting quantitative limits included in saf ety goals, but we

23 are not all vary sure that analysis of this kind could be

24 useful in the reports.

15 There is one suggestion as to means to settle'

._
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1 outstanding issues, and I will simply quote Hal a point here,
-

2 which is that a finer group than this should meet at a finer

3 place than this to flesh out the recommendations.
!

4 MR. SEGE: Thank you very much, we now turn to |

5 Panel B, Dr. Lester Lave. )
i

6 DR. LAVE: You will be pleased to know that in the !

7 sweepstakes among the panels, that Panel B decided unanimously

8 that it won the award among the three panels.

9 I would like to spend a couple of minutes updating

10 the outline that I put on the board yesterday, going through

11 the following -- or the comments that -- the areas that we

12 hadn't gone through, and then try and f ollow the outline a

13 bit.

14 We left off yesterday with some of the points about

I 15 what it is that can be quantified, and the additional

16 points that I would like to make from our discussion are

17 some, I think, both philosophical and then then would entail
!

18 both, and how it is that ene can predict a macro event such

19 as a major accident one expects to occur very rarely, and how

20 well cne can know that the probability of that is stated.

21 And basically we talked about the use of monitoring

22 of micro-events such as component failures, plus some

13 modeling , in order to better validate the models and to

24 updata the forecasts of macro events such as accidents, and

- 25 there is an interactive process here which can enhance safety

_ _ _ _
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1 to a large degree and enhance cur knowledge about safety. We
m

2 talked about the necessity for centralised data collection and

3 analysis, that is, that if each individual nuclear facility

4 were to try and go on the basis of its own experience, then

5 there would be a vast vaste of data.

6 And finally, although sabotage itself cannot be

7 modeled with probability, me can try and get some upper
i

8 bounds on the ef fect of sabotage and other kinds of events

.

9 that really are unpredictable events.

- 10 The point is that after all.this, there still will

! 11 be sca level of uncertainty which remains. S are still will

|
12 be some ccnfidence intervals , if you want, and in particular,

13 there will be some ignorance of unexperienced events, some

14 of which can't even be clarified, particularly in the

15 micro-data and of modeling so far.

.. 16 But the key to the process is trying to collect

; 17 data to learn and have a feedback process, sort of what ene

18 might think of as educated bootstrapping, and I think that in

19 our look at what it is that is doable, it is certainly clear

20 that some of the accident probabilities are inherently things

|
21 that cannot be known with vast ecnfidence, but there is a

22 process by which one can knew them better, perhaps acceptably

23 well.

24 We did at some point yesterday, af ter being urged

25 more than a dozen times, take a look at the name of the panel,
-

._ __ . . - _ . _ . . _ . - _ - __ _ _ . . _ ._- _ _ . _ _ - __ _ _ . __ __- -- . - -
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1 and try to do something about that. |
m

2 Basically we decided with using qualitative saf ety

3 goals or qualitative statements, is that they are nearly

4 always vacuous. Peter Hutt reminded us of the Congressional

5 language, that qualitative statements that have been part of

6 the federal statutes for more than a hundred yearr, they are

7 enduring goals, and yet if you were to ask or to be askee to

8 translate them into some particular judgment at sme time,

9 you would be hard-pressed to come up with any kind of

10 consistant judgment.

11 And so we thought about the complenentary nature of

12 qualitative and quantitative goals, and in particular, it

13 seems clear that Congressional goals or Congressional

14 statements in legislaticut aimost by definition have got to be

15 qualitative in nature.

16 That is, a statement like no undue risk, and so on.

17 :nless the Congress is going to get into the business of

18 equipping itself to deal as technical experts in narrow

19 detail and confront issues en a centinuing basis, which the

i 20 ccngress doesn't have the expertise and time to do, then

21 Congress is going to be forced to stay with more or less-

! 22 bland generalizations.

23 However, ence ene gets to the agency level, we

14 thought that there should be a ecmbination of process goals,
|

25
,

qualitative goals, and quantitative goals. The process goals

l

|
|
l

l

|
- ...- - -

|
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1 are ones for trying to get input fron both the ganaral public
,

2 and from experts to involve people more ganarally, and to air

3 value conflicts.

4 These are all, you will remember from your list of

5 the attributes that regulators should considar, there are a

6 vast number of attributes that regulators have to consider,

7 and the question is how should these be raised well, and we

8 had decided that these process goals were ways of raising them ,

9 We thought that there was an advantage, in

10 contradiction with Panel A, I guess, of various qualitative

11 geals at the agency level, such as ALARA or good practice or

12 licensing .

13 That is that, in the midst of having any

14 quantitative goals, those quantitative goals only make sense

15 if the systen is operating the way that you desire it to

16 operate, and we thought that there was a good, strong role

17 for qualitative goals in the midst of all that, and finally,

18 down to quantitative goals, the problem here is thatj

19 quantitative goals should change whenever there are changes in

20 technology or changes in income or changes in the health

21 status of the population, or changes in value.

22 That is, that the quantitative numerical goals are

23 going to be goals which cannot last for decades or centuries .

24 They will have to be reexamined all the time, and the agency

25 cannot be in aay way def ensive -shout reexamining them. okay.
"

-- - .. . .. ..
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1 In talking about the implementation of goals, we had
-

2 a long session on what is a goal and what is a decision rule

3 or a standard, and it turns out that that divided alcng

4 disciplinary lines , with the engineers telling us what exactly

5 a decision ru1*e standard was, and all the rest of us being

6 igncrant. I won ' t g o in to tha t noe , but those of you who are

7 engineers would knee.

3 One of the things that the panel wanted to

9 emphasize was the difference between design and performance

10 s tandards . That is, that in general, standards should be

11 emphasizing the bottom line of what you are trying to ,

12 acheive, rather than trying to set out a specific process for

13 getting there.

14 That is, that if your goal is to be stated, for

15 exa:aple, in terms of the number of accidents of various sorts,

16 then that is the way the quantitative goal ought to be stated,

17 rather than trying to tell people in dstail how to do things.

18 Now there were a series of major qualifications to

19 that, about, for example, licensing procedures for

20 operators, whether they should be licensed at all, but none-

21 theless, the discussion emphasized that performance standards

22 wtsre to be preferred wherever there was a choice.

23 We spent some time talking about consistency of

24 goals at various levels. You think about the complex

- 25 hierarchy I have, with congressionally stated qualitative

_.
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1 goais, agency precess qualitative and quantitativa gocls , and
s

2 then various kinds of decision rules or standards and it is

3 clear that there is no easy one-to-one relationship between

4 goals at various level::, and one needs to have some fairly

5 sophisticated model f or making sure that these goalc at varicus

6 levels are consistant, and that they can be revised

7 consistently when there are new data which come along. It

8 is very important that the system be cne which can change with

9 new data.

|

10 We spent some time talking about tha problem of

11 hm it is that you get the system to operate as desired. I

12 think the characteri:aticm was that the lif a of a reactor

13 operator is 99.9 percent toredom, and 0.1 percent terror, an d

14 there was some discussion abcut hm it is that you get a

- 15 system to perform that way, when you have somebody who is

16 highly trained to -- sitting around on his rear and most of

- 17 the time with absolutely nothing to do, but than having to

18 jump forward in the right minute and not only do what is

19 right, but to decide whether he or she should be using some

20 standard mode or have to think for yourself.

21 If you put yourself in that situation and have seme

22 analyses that you might have, about, for example, what happens

23 when you are driving your car and have a small accident er

24 run into a snewstorm, you see how dif ficult it is. I think

25 it is sort of gcod luck to -- what it is we are going to do-

.
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i frcri reactor operators.

s

2 The point was made that there is a lot that can be

3 learned from the training of pilots and radar operators at

4 DEW line and so on, in trying to figure out how you do these

5 things.

6 And va spent come time talking about this business

7 of processes for identifying and involving stakeholders.

8 One of the first points that is made is you dcrt't have to

9 worry about congress. It will decide how it wants to be

10 involved.

11 That is, you go along the way you want and Congress

12 will call ycu up whenever it is that it sants to get into it.

13 The point was that there are a series of questions, or pieces

14 of informatien that have got to be gathered by the process of

15 involving stakeholders.

16 For example, what attributes are important for the

17 particular problem that you have got in mind, what are the

18 distributional inequities that come frcrt that, are the goals

19 being met? We tend often to poch-poch what it is that the

20 public can do in this, but one example from air pollution

21 control is that a major amount of the enforcement is done by

22 the public, looking for smoke plunes in the sky.

23 One needs to have a background of public input and

24 discussion en the business of going frcm somewhat vacuous

-

25 qualititative goals to very specific quantitative goals. That

|
- .. . _. . .

|
.--

.
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1 is not a matter for a few experts to sit around in the room

^
,

2 and decide. Rather, that is a series of complex judgments the

3 public has to be involved in.

4 And finally, when the sum of public and other

5 involvement about the adequacy of the process itself.

6 We have tried to talk about the nature of the

7 process that would help and this wonderful word of felicitous

8 came back again, and we wanted f elicitous processes , that is,

9 processes which give people information which is in a helpful

10 fermat, and is of the right degree of explicitness. It is

11 easy to overwhelm people, even trained scientists, with data

12 in the wrong format being given in the wrong way, and have

13 them simply find it too difficult to process that kind of

14 information.

15 And finally, there was a lot of emphasis here from

16 the axperience of various other agencies that it is very

17 important in the process however apprehensive the regulaters

18 might be not to patronize the public or other individuals who

19 are involved, to sugar-coat information. The problem is, any

20 time you try and sugar-coat it, there are at least a half-

21 dozen people out there who are willing to jump up at a moment

22 and say, don't you really mean to say, and then state it much

23 worse than you would have ever done to begin with.
;

24 Well, at this point, I will go to the format that

25 we were asked to conform with very briefly. I will try and''

. - - -.
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1 give you a summary of the summary. But first, let me remind

-

2 you, I was told that the Roman emperor Justinian thought that

3 earthquakes were caused by sodomy, a statement that most

4 scientists are not very concerned about, but I understand thera

*

5 is lots of concern around San Francisco.

6 The point of the observation is that it is very

7 hard to make good decisions unless you get your facts straight, ,

8 and so a lot of our process is trying to get the facts

9 straight.

10 So here we go with the summary of the summary, and I

11 do not ascribe consensus on my panel to all of theJe notions.

12 I have one tin ear, and the other cne is turned off, and so

13 what I heard in the panel discussions is the following:

14 First of all, we applaud the process of increasing

15 specificity and of a mor= open systematic process. We think

16 that that is salutary. We think that not only is it good for

! 17 the public out there, but in particular it will be good for

18 the NRC and the nuclear industry.
,

19 We agreed that there was an exemplary safety record

20 to date for nuclear power. I think the agreement ended at

21 that point as to what were the implications for the future, but

22 at least on that , we seemed to have agreement. We agreed that

23 the nuclear industry was not paranoid by thinking that it had

24 lots of enemies out there . In fact, virtually every high

25 technology industry and many industries that are not high'

. _ _ _ - . . . - _ . ._ . _ _. _ _. . - _
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1 technology have lots of enemies out there. The nuclear

3
2 industry is not unique and there is a great deal that can bc

3 learned from looking at the experience of other industries,

4 many of whom have suffered more, er at laast longer, than the

5 nuclear industry.

6 We wanted to emphasize a multidimensional array of

| 7 attributes and distributional effects that are involved, and

8 try to emphasize that the key part of all this is that there

9 must be tradeof fs that are made.

10 If somebody goes in in a sophistic way to think that

11 all that must be done is to provida power or save lives, then

12 they are having too simple a picture of all this. It is

13 really in the hature of tradeoffs that have to be emphasized

14 most.

15 we wanted to emphasize that there are disadvantages

16 as well as advantages to being systematic, specific and open.

17 As a practitioner in this arena, I believe that the

18 disadvantages can be mitigated, and that that is sonething we

19 ought' to do, but one cannot rush in blandly here and believe

20 that all is going to be right with the world if only we allow

21 everybody access.

22 As I said a little earlier, much can be learned about

23 the accident probabilities and consequences. It is

24 important to do some systematic data collection and model in

~

25 feedback, and so on, but there vill be residual uncertainty.

.
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1 That residual uncertainty is more or less major now, and

,,

2 should diminish over time as we get more operating experience.

3 "he points, again made carlier, were the

4 complementarity of qualitative and quantitative safety goals,

5 consistency of goals '.t various levels, specifying how ft is

6 done versus perfornance standards, and a felicitous process4

7 for getting information to use. Thank you.

8 MR. SEGE: Thank you , Dr. Lave . We now turn to the

9 last panel, Panel C, on econcnic, political, and social

10 considerations, Dr. Paul Slovic.

11 DR. SLOUIC: Well, I am going to focus on the

12 second day of deliberations primarily, except where we went

13 back to some of the discussions of the first day and tried to

14 clarify them.

15 This is a rough view of the majer topic areas that

16 we discussed over the two days. We talked about distributiona l

17 questions , spatial and temporal equities , the treatment of

18 kinetic risks, problems of scale, and that is the number of

l 19 reactors and how that impacts on the goal process, the level of

20 risk that should be targeted, the problem of risk aversion,

21 the problems of the incentive systems and the question of

| 22 process and verification.

23 I wouldn't at all ascribe equal weighting to these,

24 and sme of these are rather specific technical problems.

'
25

|
others, such as the process question, are very major

r

|

|
!
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1 philosophical questions f.m '4hich we recognize it may depend.

s

2 I will try to go through these one at a time, and

3 surnarize the vices on each of them.

4 With regard to distributional questions , as I
f

5 mentioned yesterday, we basically agreed that where there is*

6 an inequitable distribution of risks and benefits in the

7 present, that some principle of compensation may be the way

8 to address these inequities.
-

9 We had a greater problem with the intergenerational

10 equities. We agreed that that was very difficult. We

11 debated this kind of weight question -- as I mentioned

12 yes terda y. I won't go into that now.

13 one thing that I left off yesterday nas the issue

14 of whether or not by making these standards tough enough and

15 reducing the risk level, in the goal process, this could kind

16 of get around some of these questions. That is, if your

17
.

target levels are low enough and that they are met, does that

18 make the problem of equity well, sort of disappear, and scne

19 felt that this would, but basically there was some

20 skepticism here and a feeling that really that you didn't

21 really know how low is low enough to -- you kncre, so that you

|
22 can not have to worry about these equity issues, and so it

23 left as an issue that these would be faced.was

24 With regard to genetic risks, there was concern

23 about the treatment in the ACK3 proposal of using early and

. .
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1 delayed deaths as surrogates for ganatic risks. There was

-

2 mixed feeling as to just, you know, whether this was

3 appropriate or not.,

4 Some felt that this was adequate and that the

5 report was complex -- that the system of quantitative goals

6 as identified in the ACRS report was pretty complex and

7 needed to be simplified and this would be one adequate way to

8 do that. I think there was a little wider feeling, that the

9 more explicit treatment of genetic ef f ects should be attempted <

10 There was some disagreement as to the fine points of

11 that treatment, whether or not it should be done in a

12 strictly ' quantitative way or not.

13 We spent quite a while en problems of scale, soma

14 of which I touched upon yesterday. We talked about the

15 problems of moving from a system of 70 or 150 reactors up to

16 5 00 cr 1,000, and we asked, well, what are the problems that

17 this might pose for the implementation of safety goals, and

18 we sort of classified these into several dif ferent categories.

19 First, the institutional issues, dealing with

20 whether er not one can maintain the desired standards of

21 safety and sort of offset the slippage in the design,

22 licensing, monitoring, and emergency response capabilities in

23 the face of a large-scale system of reacters.

24 Also, questions of the training and availability of

-

15
,

personnel, and the demands on the regulatory system of large

. .
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1 scale nuclear power.

-

2 There was a question of vulnerability due to an

3 increasing dependence on nuclear power, and the relevance of

4 the mix of energy technologies. There was a question of a

'

5 centextual ef fects. There was a very subtle one, which we

6 didn't go into in detail, except to point out that it could

7 be very important, and an example of this would be as the

8 scale increases, the frequency of accidents of various types

9 will increase, and what are the implications of this for, you

10 know, economically, psychologically, and so f orth.

11 There was a feeling that this needed to be

12 considered in the treatment of safety goals.

13 while there was agreement that this was L9 por tant ,

14 there was lack of agreement as to what specifically the

-15 effects of scale would be, and I am saying we had quite sharp
i

l lh
|

disagreements as to just what the effects of increased scale

f ;17 would be .
1

18 Finally, with regard to what cmight be the

19 implicaticas of scale effects, of course, this depends on

20 what you think the implications are, but there was scme

21 feeling that this would have implications io: how you design

22 plants , for the regulatory load, that is , if you f elt that --

23 if you anticipated a large-scale systen, you would try to do

24 things that would ease the load on the regulatory process, the
-

25 shear number of watchers and so forth, and also you vould try

... .
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1 to set things up in a way that would minimise the demands on

,

2 the emergency response capabilities, which might be overtaxed

3 by large scale bases.

4 With regard to level of risks, we really didn't get

5 involved in the question of what the actual level of numbers,

6 or what the numbers should be, but rather the question of

7 should the goals be stricter for nuclear power. As you might

8 expect, there was a debate on this matter. Sate people falt

9 that there should be uniform standards. Others felt that

10 because nuclear power was a newer technology and there were

11 certain political problems involved, the standards should be

12 stricter.

13 The question of uncertainty was brought up, sud that

14 was argued both ways, some saying that because of the

15 uncertainties in risk estimates we should hava stricter

16 standards and others saying there are certain aspects of

17 nuclear risks which are better known, than say, aspects of

18 risks from for example fossil fuels, and this would argue in

19 the other direction, so you can see that we reached no

20 consensus here en this problem.

21 The question of risk aversions also received scrne

22 discussion. We debated the assumption in the ACRS report of

23 increasing aversiveness of a large number of deaths, this

24 alpha greater than one. We discussed the philosophical basis

25 for risk aversion, and the philosophical econatic basis, some
'

|
|

|

._
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1 of the reasons for it would be uncertainty and vulnerability

s

2 and the possibility of higher order of effects. In fact, I

3 think it leads to some desirable incentives for mitigation

4 and prevention.

5 others disagreed and argued that a linear function '

6 with alpha equal to one is really more appropriate because

7 it minimizes the expected losses, so we -- I think while most(

8 people felt that increasing alpha greater than one was

9 justifified, there was disagreement there.

10 There was concarn, really, about the effects cf
,

sic 11 second errors consequences here, that in fact that maybe this

12 isn't a good moc for the impact, that you could have small

13 accidents that lead to large-scale economic and social

14 disturbance, and if this is the case, this would have -

15 important implications for the level of safety, and then this

16 led in turn to a debate as to whether these secondary or

i 17 higher order consequences, this ripple ef f ect, really was

18 within the responsibility of the NRC, that is, where do you

19 draw the line on what ccmstitutes health and safety risks,

20 you know, do you go into these econcnic considerations? We

21 did not resolve that.

l 22 Finally, it was pointed out that there is an attempt

23 in the present NRC ACRS proposal to treat some of these ripple

24 or large scale secondary consequences via the ALARA provision,

25 which could bring in prevention if it is justified on a cost

. . . . . .
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1 basis, but there was an uneasiness that this might be an |
,

2 awkward way to address this question.

3 There was a concern about the incentive systems.

4 This was, I think, similar to what I saw on Channel 2 There

5 is a f eeling that we really need to look at systems for

6 evaluating risk assessments that, you know, risk assessments

7 should be judged just like other forecasters might be, and

8 there was an allusion to weather forecasters, who have scoring

9 systems and this sort of thing, and this leads to a concern

10 that there really should be ways -- there should be an attempt

11 to make risk assessment more readily evaluated, and there

12 should be awards for good performance in this regard. This

13 also relates to the question of f eedback that Lester brought

14 up.

15 And this also carries over to 'the development of

i16 incentive systens for evaluating and awarding operat ng

17 performance in the plants themselves. It was felt that this
|

18 was an impcrtant issue. It hasn' t received much attention,

19 but it needs censideration.

20 Last but not least, I think we had gotten into our

21 most exciting discussion of the few days in the last two

22 hours, where we treated the question of process, and I guess

23 you could say that when it comes to setting safety goals, some

24 people feel that the process would be the most impcrtant

15 consideration, and this ties in with the question of'

i

-.
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1 verificaticn . How do ycu know that your gocls are being met?

.

2 Won't the question of trust and public acceptability be

3 intimately linked with this? There was some concern ths.t

4 unless process is given adequate attention here and built

5 Lato the goal fabric that nothing would change. You would

6 have these goals, but it would really have no ef fect on

7 an ything . This was hotly debated, I should say, in the group.

8 There was -- it was pointed out that in the ACRS

9 proposal, there is a call for a third party review, and this

10 led to a lot of discussion about well, this is fine, but who

11 does it? How do you choose these people, and with regard to ---

12 just to contrast with Lester's summary, with regard to well,

13 sure, you want public input here, but because it is a complex

14 process , you can't have the public making this review directly.

15 It has got to be experts.

16 And then the questian is, as I am sure you have

17 heard many times, whose experts, how do we select them? You

18 know, do we have a Presidential Committee do this, what is the

19 role of intervenor groups, should there be an industry funding

20 for intervenor groups, you know, to participate in this

21 review.

I 22 I think there was general agreement that this was

23 an extremely important issue that was vital to the successful

24 bnplemantation of the safety goal process.

-

25 I think I will stop at this point.

_ ..
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1 MR. SEGE: Thank you, Paul. I want to thank all
,

- 2 three of the panel chairmen for very informative reports. It

3 can be a short line -- a life f or these summaries.

4 We are now going to proceed with the discussion of

5 the~raports. The format that I am proposing is that we first

6 cover comments that refer specifically to Panel A, to Panel B

7 and to Panel C and then proceed into a wider discussion,

8 involving con =ents not closely tied to a particular panel or

9 applied across panels. FLest earnants on Panel A and I see

10 Dr. Okrent's hand up.

11 DR. OKRE!!T: O kay . I have, I think, four questions.

12 I think I heard Dr. Kouts mention that the panel thought there

13 should he some kind of a limit on financial impact. I wonder

14 if he would be able to tell me whether that was thought to be

15 a dollar value or some expected value or however they were

16 going to frame it.

17 A second point was that the panel was against an

18 A LARA . I wonder what the basis was for judging that. Did

19 they not want groups to see whether there remained cost-

20 ef f ective improvements, even if one met the deterministic

21 requirements that they said should be the basis for

22 licensing.

23 The third is that they said that they thought

24 licensing should be deterministic, that these deterministic

'

25 requirements should be so set up that one would meet the

1 - - -

1
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1 quantitative safety goals. I guess my question is, how would

_

_ 2 it be decided that these deterministic requirements did meet

3 the goals, who would decide, and how would it be judged that

4 these were adequate f or all plants and so forth, and then the

5 fourth one was, I think it was stated that it was preposed

6 that there not be a limit on partial core damage, and I think

7 the reason that was stated was that this was a very hard thing

8 to calculate, and I would be curious to hear why they think

9 that is a harder thing to calculate than other things like,

10 for example, full core melt, or the likelihood of containment

11 function in a certain way given core melt, or so forth.

12 MR. SEGE: Dr. Kouts.

13 DR. KOUTS: I will try my hand at these. Then I

14 would like to ask other members of the panel to add to this

15 as they see fit, because there is --

16 MR. SEGE: Excuse me, Dr. Kouts. I think that the

17 recorder is straining to hear you. I would like to make a

18 general announcement that the microphone set-up here is not

19 the best possible, so would everyone please speak loudly and

20 also would you please identify yourselves for the reporter as

(
21 you start speaking, or if I identify you by name when I call

22 en you, make sure the reporter knows who you are, especially

23 if you are not sitting behind your own nametag that is

24 visible to the repcrter. Dr. Kouts, excuse me.

-

25 DR. KOUTS: Yes, I say, I will try my hand at then,

. -
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' I and then I will ask other members of the panel to chip in and

2 give their expanded views.

3 First of all, on whether or not there should be a

4 dollar value associated with property danage, well, that was

5 the ene suggestion that was made, and I expect that it is more

6 reasonable to evaluate property damage in terms of dollars thar

7 it may be to estimate other kinds of damage , such as damage to

8 human beings .

9 I think there would be not very much deviation of

10 views on this. Dollars is a reasonable judgment for how you

11 measure.

12 DR. OKRENT: Would this be like 55 billion is the

13 largest accident possible, or --

14 DR. KOU*S: No, we didn't talk about limits or

15 exactly how the dollar limit should be set. We only -- there

16 was only a fairly general agreement that there ought to be

17 some limit on the physical. impact, the impact on say

( 18 possessions or aspects of life associated with accidents of
|

l 19 this kind. There should be a linit like this.
!
I 20 DR. OKRENT: All right, the reason I asked is we

21 thought about this and found it hard to figure out how to put

22 an upper limit, and if you didn't put an upper limit, then you

23 get to an expected value, and we ended up trying to put it in

! 24 the ALARA, so if you had a good fornula, I would be interested

'

25 in hearing it, but that is all right.

.. , _
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1 DR. KOUTS: No, we have no formula, nor did we

.

2 enter this meeting expecting to find formulae for any of the

3 numbers, any of the limits that might be chosen.

4 Now, on the question of why we are opposed to an

5 ALARA concept. I think there is a dominant view that we are

6 after a safety goal which is addressed to the question of how

7 safe is safe enough, and when you have datarmined how safe

8 safe enough is, then you should be content with that degree

9 of safety.

10 If you go beyond this, you are introducing

11 uncertainty into the regulatory systern, and you are

12 undermining the goal -- you are undermining one of the

13 features that you demand of a safety goal, which is that it

14 makes the regulatory process more rational. It introduces an

15 irrational aspect into the system.

16 DR. COCHRAN: Did you apply that to the radisticts

17 protection standards workers, for example, also? I want to

18 know what the dif ference is in the personnel --

19 DR. XCUTS: Whether there should be an ALARA

20 concept applied to workers?

21 DR. COCHRAN: Should there, or if there should,

22 advise ne of the distinctions.

23 DR, KOUTS; Well, I don't knew. We didn't even go

24 into that, but maybe the same argument would apply there.

25 MR. O'DCNNELL: A point of clarification on this.

. - . - -. . . _ . _ . _ .
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1 The objection to the AIARA, was it based on AIARA

'
1

- 2 as a qualitative concept, or if ALARA was expressed in terms I

3 of a quantitative cost-benefit approach?

4 DR. KoUTS: It is an overlay on a system which first

5 of all judges whether or not you meet criteria which are based

6 cn how saf e you should be.

7 Now, once you have decided how saf e you should be,

8 you then go back and say, can I get safer than that even for

9 some kind of expanditure, and the view was that this is

10 already at diminishing returns, because you are already safe

11 enough, and that has been your judgment.

12 vu. O'DONNELL: well, I was voicing an opinion on

13 tha t . It seems to me if you say a number that is going to be

14 an absolute value that -- beyond which you do nothing, your

15 tandency would be to set it much lower than you would if you

16 had something like the cost-banefit curve.

17 DR. KoUTS: That may well be. That may well be.

18 MR. O'DONNELL: And you would probably and up

19 doing things to meet that absolute standard which are in fact

20 not cost-ef fective, which would not be required, if you had

21 an AIARA cost-benafi > curve.

22 DR. KOUTS: That may well be, but it may be a more

23 rational process.

24 Would any on the panel like to add to this?

25 MR. LE'7INE: Well, I felt that if a safety goal were

|
|
,
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1 to be proposed, one should do cost-benefit analyses ataut that
m

-- 2 goal, that is if that once the goal were expressed if the

3 regulatory people wanted to change it, they would have to do

4 cost-benefit to justify the change, or if a particular plant

5 was felt not to meet the safety goal, the cost-Lenefit might

6 provide a way of saying it didn't have to meet the safety

7 goa l .

8 DR. CCCHRAN: Could you comment on my question?

9 MR. LEvINE: No.

_
10 MR. sEGE: Let me ask members of the workshop

11 again if you will identify yourselves by name as you

12 participate in the discussion, to help the reporter make an

13 accurate technical record. That was Dr. Cochran asking the

14 last question.

15 DR. KouTs: should I go en?

16 DR. oKRENT: Please.

17 DR. KouTS: Okay . Now, on the question of how the

18 safety goals can be applied within a deterministic framework,

19 okay --
|

20 DR. oKRENT: Excuse me, the point was, how wculd

21 you decide that the deterministic requirements met the safety

22 goals and who would decide it?

23 DR. KOUTS: Yes, that was my interpretation of what

24 you meant. How would it be decided. First of all, who would

25 decide it? I think the regulatory -- the people who are
~

-.
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1 responsible for applying regulation do this. It is their

s

2 responsibility to make whatavar application is concerned in

3 whatever decision process is to be used.

4 How do you determine whether a certain deterministic

5 process meets a safety goal? Well, this sort of thing is

6 already in practice. That is, there are analyses which are

7' done on probabilistic bases, having as some objective, like

8 don't increase whatavar level of risk is implied by WASM-1400,

9 how do you do this for a particular system or subsystem of

10 the unit that you are considering, and cne example has been

11 for instance diesel power.-

12 go, many diesels and how reliable should diesels

13 be in ordar to make sure that the supply of electric pover,

14 at least the supply of backup electric power will be adequate

15 to keep risk down to a certain level.

16 This is a datarministic application of a kind of

17 safety goal, and this is the kind of process which is had in

18 mind. Now, would others like to add to that?

19 MR. SALISBURY: I might throw in that we -- I think

20 a number of people said that to have a deterministic approach

21 would be parhaps a transition period. A lot of us just

22 didn't have enough cenpetence in the pure probabilistic

13 analysis to nake an abrupt transition, just using that for

24 determir.ing whether a safety goal is met. We would like to
'

15 have a period of verification in ene sense where you are using

._ - _
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1 it as a backup to the normal licensing process, and to give it

m

2 time to prove itself and to build up confidence that it might
3 in fact be able to replace the deterministic licensing.
4 DR. OKRDIT: Well, by the way, in fact that very

5 position was the way we talked about it in Panel C, but the
6 thrust of my question was the following, as Slovik indicated

7 in Panel c, there was a lot of discussion about procese. And

8 there was at least -- well, there was a considerable element

9 in the group that thought that there needed to be assurance

10 in the public, a lot of assurance that in fact not only were
,

11 there goals but that they were really being met, and so to

12 some extent, my question came from that perspective. The
t

13 other was, it seems to me if you have the deterministic

14 requirenants, unless you do full-fledged probabilistic
15 ana lysis , you don ' t kn&< if they have met the goals you have

| 16 set, so from both of these points of view is why I raised the

17 point.

|
18 DR. KOUTS: I think on that point, you may be

19 correct, but you may be only partly correct. It may not be

20 necessary to do a probabilistic analysis on every plant. You

21 may be -- maybe you can get by with an analysis on a subset
22 of plants.

23 DR. OKRetT: I agree with that.

24 DR, KOUTS: Okay. But if you applied the process,
'

25 that is, doing a risk-benefit analysis or a risk analysis on

|
- _ _
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1 every plant, in order to be sure that it met the goal, this

,

2 would be a completely different process than the one we have

3 in mind.

4 Af ter all, we are at present in a licensing systam

5 which relies on deterministic methods. Now, we are talking

6 about possibly in the future using a risk analysis basis f or

7 determining what to do in regulatcry matters.

8 Perhaps we are talking about a transition period,

9 and perhaps there has to be a transition period. After all,

10 we are here, and we want to get there, and somewhere in

11 between we have to be in between. It seems to most of those

12 on the panel that the best early aoplication of quantitative

13 safety goals is to establish that the deterninistic

14 requirements that have been placed in the regulatory structure

15 so far are really rational and do correspond to rational

16 safety goals. Hal? *

| 17 DR. LEWIS: Well, I was just going to amplify

18 essentially what you said, you know, and perhaps talk about

19 how one might make a transition. Clear ly, I don ' t thin k

20 anyone is proposing that the way you license a plant tomorrow

21 or in the near future be to simply impose en the applicant the

22 requirement that he demonstrate that he meets, you know, if

23 you like, the Okrent lise of probabilities er certain ha:ard

24 s ta tes .
'

15 You know, what I would like to see is first an

I

i
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1 effort to force the NRC to justify the present deterministic;

2 standards through probabilistic risk assessment, and go

3 through that and continue to license plants deterministically.
!

4 The /1, permit licensees to begin to deviate by

5 providing probabilistic justifications for deviations from

6 the deterninistic standards, so that for example if tha

7 deterministic stiandard requires that you have three framistand s

8 or call a diesel generator cr whatever, to meet a quantitative

9 safety standard, and it becomes possible for somebody to come

10 in and demonstrate, if you like, by a probabilistic

11 assessment, that he can get away with two because something,

| 12 aise is stronger, and gets away with it, then that will be-
I

r

13 come the practica rather than the exception, and I see the

14 Panel walking into the tank nosefirst through that

15 procedure.

16 DR. OKRENT: Well, in fact, I don' t disagree, but

17 I have just one related question. Panel 2 mentioned a

18 preference for perfornance goals rather than design
:

19 requirements, and Tom Hickford recently indicated in an

20 article he thought that was the way to go, but in a sense,

21 you just said put in three framistands, not provide a set of

22 franistands that will do the following, so you are heading

23 in fact toward design requirements in what I have heard, it

24 seems.
' ' '

15 DR. Kours: Well, what we have is requirements for

..
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1 three framistands. Now, the first think we can do is find

s

2 out whether that is a reasonable requirement.

3 DR. OKREMTs I was just making an observation.

4 DR. KOUTS: Okay. Okay, now let us turn to this

5 questien of the limit on partial core damage, and maybe one

6 good way to answer that is to deal with the TMI situation,

7 which af ter all, was partial core damage. It certainly was

8 not a total core melt.

9 That cartainly was a function of the specific

10 details of the accident. Certainly a function, for instance,

11 of how nuch the mskeup system was throttled back, or the

12 high-prassure injection system was throttled back in the

13 course of the accident, over what period of time that took

14 place.

15 so, you could make a curve of degree of core damage

16 against that specific aspect of the accident, and you could

17 in fact take into account other aspects of the accident,

18 like how long was it before they realized that the block

19 valve was closed, or at what time did they turn of f the main

20 coolant pumps, things of that sort. You have a great number

21 of possible inputs to a calculation which determines wrat

22 degree of core damage occur ~.

23 Now, on the other hand, there is a great continuum

24 which would lead to complete core damage, and another great

"

25 continuum that would lead to no core damage at all. In between,

.. .. . . ..
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1 there is a narrow, very difficult calculable range. If, after

,

2 all, they had turned off the high pressure injection system
3 entirely, and had walked away and nothing had ever been done

4 after that, we know what the consequence would have been.

5 That is calculable. We can't calculate the in-between states

6 as well, and since we can't calculate them as well, it

7 becomes not as useful to have criteria which involve such
8 calculations .

9 DR. COCHRAN: Do I understand you to say that in

_ 10 talking about the frequency of these events, that it is much

11 more difficult to calculate the frequency of person

12 throttling back partially as opposed to throttling it back
13

.

all the way, or not throttling it back at all, or something
14 like that?

15 DR. KOUTS: No, I didn't really say that. If you

16 are trying to distinguish, however, between a state which is

17 ten percent damage to a core and 30 percent damage to a core,

18 that is vary hard to calculate.

19 DR. COCHRAN: I am trying to find out whether we
1
'

20 know any more about the probability of a 30 percent or less

21 than 30 percent core damage than we know about full core

22 damage, and if you don't know how the operator is going to

23 operata in terms of this 30 percent figure, why do you feel

24 more comfortable, or do you feel more comfortable in kncwing
-

25 the frequency of events that will lead to a full core melt?

- . . . . .
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1 DR. KOUTS: Maybe the word comfortable is not the
s

2 best word to use there. I certainly would feel that a-

3 calculation of total core damage, probability of total core

4 damage is more reliable, is closer to a correct value, if

5 there is a correct value, than one for partial core damage.

6 DR. COCHRAN: It is not obvious to me.

7 DR. KOUTS: Well, that is my conclusion. Would any

8 on the panel like to add to this?

9 DR. BEYEA: One of the problems may be the

10 definition of the intermediate hazard state might be able to ---

11 it might be possible to change the definition to just say core

12 uncovered, or some such statement which relatively well-

13 defined. But I too find it dif ficult -- you know, as a nuclear

14 critic, I too find it very difficult to deal with hazard

15 state one. It seems very imprecise. I would have a very

16 difficult time trying to esticate how you would do such a

17 calculation .

18 DR. ZEBROSKI: If I may, what you can say about

19 tha diffarence between minor damage, which is loss of

20 hermeticity, and major damage, which is -- or like TMI with

21 great oxidation and melting, and melting of the vessel and

22 melting of the containment, we can, if you look at the

23 dynamics of these deterministically, you find anyehere from

24 hours to tens to hundreds of hours difference between these
~

25 different states, and I think it is totally fatuous to assume
...

.
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1 that absent everybody dropping dead for long periods of time,

,

2 that no recognition or action to recover during thase long

3 dynamic processes would occur.

4 Therefore, I think there is a very large dif f erence

5 in probability of gross core melting versus damage which
.

6 has produced a lot of radiation signaling.

7 DR. KOUTS: That is very true, yeah.

8 DR. COCHRAN: But, well, you are talking about a

9 difference in the prcbabilities as opposed to the

10 uncertainties. I thought we were talking about hcw well we

11 know the uncertainties of bars and not how well we know the

12 probabilities . That is not true.

13 DR. KOUTS: Well, what Ed has done is pointed out

14 another source of uncertainty in calculation of partial core

15 damage, that I didn't bring up, and this is the ef fect of

16 operator actions as they may determine the outcome in partial

17 ccre damage, and Ed's point is that in fact, if an accident

18 begins to develop, and time begins to pass, and you feel that

19 you are getting near the edge, somebody always does something,

20 and this leads to a very dif ficult to predict degree of core

21 damag e. That is my last point -- my point, it ir, not the

22 last.

13 DR. ZEBROSKI: If the aim is to predict core damage

24 on an absolute scale, you are right. If the aim is to say

"

25 that there is a ratio between the likelihood of enormous

i
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1 radiction signals coming out from loss of hermeticity, and

s

2 a further process continued for tens of hundreds of hours

3 without further action, I think that ratio is large and

4 determinable and must be of the order of hundreds.
5 DR. KOUTS: Yeah, I would buy that.

6 .un. SEGI: .v.r . O ' Donnell?

7 ,yg, o . Dom! ELL: Well, it would seem to me that

8 there are uncertainties in this intermediate range, but my

9 understanding of the current methodology is that they are

10 normally resolved in a -- so it is a conservative approach,

11 that is, if you have an accident sequence in which you --

12 leads to inadequate high pressure injection into the core,

13 you assume that that condition remains in effect, and

14 therefore will lead to the ultimate consequences of full core

15 damage, rather than trying to predict the intervention that

16 would terminate or reverse that sequence prior to reaching

17 that end, so I think the state of the art at present is such

18 that many of these uncertainties are resolved in a

19 conservative manner.
O DR. KouTS: Well, that is the situation now, in

'l
fact, and that is why in WASH-1400, one does deal only with

-

22 one hazard state, which is complete core melu.

.R. O DONNELL: Another point, I think, en this, that"

'4
the reascn to have a hazard state in the first place, it

25
seems to me, to be one of being sure that you are putting

.
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1 some tension on accident prevention, and primarily to

.\
2 sanahow divorce the mitigation and the prevention aspects of !

3 safety, and the concern with the large scale core melt events

4 is that those are the ones that seriously challenge the

5 mitigation effects, therefore you want to make sure that you

6 have put a limit on those types cf things that are going to

7 challenge your containment feature.

8 The partial core melt events , such as TMI, really

9 don't provide a serious challenge to the containment features

10 anyway. Therefore, it doesn't seem necessary to have that

11 additional intermediate state as a goal.

12 Ma, sEcz: vejin?

13 DR. JOKSIMOVIC: I would like to add en point that

14 it wa.S our consensus that we need not do PRA studies for all

15 the plants. While that may er ray not be true, and I say

16 that because I have yet to see plants which are identical, we

17
j have to monitor perforrance of every plant in order to

|
18 ensure the goals are met.

19 DR. KOUTS: Is that adequate?

20 Mr. SEGE: Do we want to consider the next

21 questions?

22 DR. OKRENT: I think he has covered it.

13 MR. SEGE: Have you had a chance to complete your

i

24 response?

~

25 DR. LEWIS: I wonder if I ceuld just -- if you are

;
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1 finished with panel A's questions, add one extra comment on
-

3 the AIARA question, on which Bayea and I have -- and the

3 reason I'am not an enthusiastic supporter of ALARA has two
4

4 parts.

5 one is the one you mentioned, which is that if you

6 have done the job well, you ought not then start niggling at

7 its fringes. You should just keep asking yourself whether

8 you have done the job well and keep improving the way you do

9 it, but the other ona is a' somewhat different one, which

10 never got mentioned, and that is that I have a problem with --

11 in the mechanism for setting quantitative safety goals,

12 because I would like to set the overall goals purely in

13 terms of a tradeof f between the risks and the benefits , of

14 the electricity, but I find myself in a minority of not very

15 far fran one on our panel, and in particular, I know that

16 there are many people who believe that one ought also to

17 take into account comparison with alternate means of

18 generating the same electricity, and I find something
19 logically inconsistent if you go the route of setting the

20 overall goals in comparisen with alternate means of making

21 the electricity and not do risk benefit, ant., then do your

22 incremental goals through cost-benefit analysis, it just seems

23 to me to be an incongruity, and I would be much more agreeable

24 to an AIARA if one were to do the original job in a pure

25 and solid way, but that is my personal view, which is

_ _ _ _
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1 probably not shared by anybody else.

m
- 2 DR. KOUTS: Oh, I think, as I said, in the course

3 of that summary I made, I think generally we would agree with

4 your view that risk benefit analysis should be the basis for

5 whatever is chosen, but we are not so sure you can do it.

6 DR. LEWIS: I was just reminding Dave that he often

7 recommends doing comparative analyses.

8 DR. OKRENT: Well, if I can comment, I think

9 society would prefer that an AIARA approach be used if it

10 is practical, because I think they would think it is a

11 mistake not to use something that is cost effective, in

12 other words, if you can reduce the risks still further in a

13 cost effective way, even if you have met some threshold

14 level of acceptability, and you sometimes see that in the

15 laws that congress passes, so my hunch is that that is the

16 way society feels, and I do agree with the statement made

17 earlier . If you don 't have it, I think the pressure will be

18 to push your acceptance limits lower. I will leave it at

19 that.

20 MR. SEGE: I think Dr. Cochran wants to add

21 scraething on this subject.

22 DR. COCHRAN: Well, I just wanted to disagree with

23 Lewis's approach because of the inequities in the distribution
,

24 of the benefits and the costs, such as with the utilization

~

25 of the electricity en the one hand and the people sitting

. ..
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1 next to the plant on the other. But I think it is prbnarily

,

2 for that reason that setting overall or some sort of basic '

3 limits would be a mistake to do benefit cost analysis --

4 MR. SEGE: Any further discussion en the subjact

5 of what is reasonably acheivable? Cr. Eisenbud?

6 DR. EIS ENBUP : I think that this is very much

7 related to another item that Panel A had en their checklist,

8 which incidentally I found rather complete, and that is the

9 need to develop a definition of diminimus dese. I don ' t

10 have any objection to the concept of ALARA, I think it makes

11 sense. I do object to the extent to which it is carried cut.

12 I think frequently it is carried to extremes far

13 below -- probably quite a debate as to what we could agree is

14 a diminimus level. In other words, we shouldn't be concerned

15 quantitatively.with whether an exposure is more or less.

16 And this brings me to another problem, a matter

17 which wasn't on the list, which I perceive may be a great

18 problem someday, and it has to do with the fact that if the
_

19 TMI accident were slightly dif ferent than it was, there would
|

20 have been contamination of land to a low degree, and to an

21 extent which I would believe was diminimus, at least it would

22 probably be far less than the contanination of land that we

13 experienced during weapons tests, and about which we know a

24 good deal about the doses which people have ultimately

25 absorbed from this contamination.

1

,
-

.
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1 Now, there have been experiences, and mostly in

m
2 connection with the weapons programs, where land has been --

3 become contaminated, and in the absence of criteria, land has

4 actually been scooped up and treated as a waste, to very

5 very small -- involving very small amounts of radioactivity.

6 I suppose the most notable example being the

7 incident in Palonares, Spain, where a bomb dropped out of an

8 airplane and scattered plutonium on the landscape, and the

9 questien arose as to well, by " hat standards can they say that

10 the land is not contaminated, because with the radiation

11 techniques that are available, you can measure a very small

12 amount of plutonium, and I don't recall the figures, but I

13 do know that they actually bulldozed very very large areas

14 of land and shipped the soil to this country and treated it

15 as a low-level waste.

16 Now, there may be circumstances where this is

17 justified, on a high enough level, but I would say that

18 perhaps the most urgent quantitative criteria we need is a

19 definition of what the diminimus dose is in relation to

20 exposure to workers, exposure of the public, and in particular,

21 the contamination of land.

22
| MR. SEGE: Thank you. Any further comments on

23 Panel A?

24 DR. OKRENT: Well, I just wanted to note that in

25 Panel C, as Dr. Slovic noted, there was a discussion that

.- . . . . -
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1 genetic effects were thought to be something that should be |

, 1

- 2 specifically called out in criteria, and one of the reasons

3 that was given was that while there may be debate on whether |

4 or not there is some small amount of -- with regard to

5 somatic effects that you could discount, that the genetic

6 effects would be, the theory vas, linear, and so forth.

7 And in that sense, somatic effects would not be a

8 surrogate as we assume, and in fact if one followed the

9 route just suggested, it would sort of reinforce that point,

10 it seems to me, that you would have to spend -- to account

11 down to very small effects for the genetic parts. I am not

12 sure you get rid of the question.

13 MR. SEGE: Perhaps we can revisit this issue when
_ ,

14 we come to Panel C. Dr. MacLean had a comment.

13 DR. MacLEAN: Just a point of clarification,

16 something that I didn't understand. If it was -- and ask

17 cr. Kouts to explain this to me. If the consensus on Panel

1
! 18 A was that the responsibility of the NRC is to protect the

19 public, not to satisfy it, then could you explain to me what - -

20 or why you thought that the quantitative goals should be

21 subject to political tests, and what you meant by this?

22 DR. KOUTS: Well --

23 MR. SE0E: If I may, can I try a response and see

24 if Dr. Lewj and yourself agree with it? I assume that what

-

25 Dr. Lewis and you had in mind was that when there is a
-

=
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1 conflict between protecting the public and satisfying it that

s

2 protection takes precedence, but ordinarily there should be

3 no such conflict and that adequate protection also can

4 provide adequate satisfaction to the public. Is that correct?

5 DR. LENIS: Well, that is correct, but I also meant

6 something dif ferent, and that is that in the end in democracy,

7 which hopefully we will continue to have for a long time,

8 the performance of any public agency is ultimately subject to

9 political censensus and acquiescence, and to public scrutiny.

10 That is the way we live.

I 11 But ttat in my perscnal view, that does not mean
i

12 that a regulatory organi::ation such as NRC, which has the

13 responsibility to protect the public ought to cater to the
l -

14 public in carrying out its duty, and I have -- if you would

15 like to be precise -- a specific example ,which is contentious

16 and I hope it won't make -- which is the venting of the TMI 2

17 containment, in which it was clear to every expert early on
|
[
'

18 that the protection of the public consisted of venting that

19 containment, getting in there as quickly as possible and

20 making sure that nothing worse happened.

21 But in catering to uninf ormed public views , the !tRC,
1

22 to its shame, in my view, dallied and dallied and dallied. It

23 is in that context, I believe, that the overall performance

| 24 of an agency, and therefore the ultimate saf ety goal,

| 25 requires political consensus, but the performance of the
~

. - . . . .
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1 agency in the small should not be designed to please people.

..,

2 In fa ct , I regard it as a dareliction of duty if

3 it were to be designed to please people. It was that point

4 that I meant, but then again, I may be alone on Panel A with

5 that idea.

6 DR. BEYEA: Yes.

7 DR. JoxsIxo'iIc: No, you are not alone.

8 DR. LEWIS : Yes --

9 MR. SEGE: Dr. Beyea, did you have something?

10 DR . BEYEA : well, that is just a new example that

11 was not discussed. That example was not discussed in our

12 panel. Had it been, I would have taken violent exception to

13 it. I think that the agency --

14 MR. SEGE: What would you have said if it had been

15 discussed?

16 DR. BEYEA: Well, I think that the agency had to

17 mcve very carefully. It was a question of imposing risks at

18 some level en the neighboring population, and that populatz

19 was very vary much concerned about what would happen. I think

t

20 the Governor of Pennsylvania took a good course of action,

21 and asked nuclear critics to also evaluate the danger. I

22 think NRC could have taken such a tack early en and sped the

13 process up. It is now doing that at Three Mile Island, and is

24 now involving nuclear critics also in the process.

~

25 I can 't see that the NRC cr any agency can be

.
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1 confoundad for being concerned about imposing risks en some

.

2 subset of the population.

3 DR. LEWIS: It has been established that the panel

4 is not unanincusly --

5 MR. SEGE: Yes, apparently so. I wonder if membera

6 of other panels would care to comment about this, on this

7 issue? Dr. Eisenbud?

8 CR. EISENBUD: I have one more comment, if I may.

9 As I said earlier, I thought that the checklist

10 which you read of f was excellent. I think that the report

11 would eventually be more valuable --

12 MR. SEGE: Excuse me, Dr. Eisenbud, but if you

13 will leave the topic of the possible conflict La protecting

14 and satisfying the public -- I thought that we should perhaps

15 exhaust that topic and then let me recognize you again af ter

16
. tha t.

17 OR. EISENBCD: Sure. I am scrry.
l

18 MR. SEGE: Mr. Hutt?

19
| MR. HUTT: I think it might be useful to look at

20 what sone other governnent agencies currently do in the health

21 and safety field. Food and Drug Administration gces thrcugh

22 a yearly process in setting its priorities and it takes

I 23 three issues into account.

24 The first question it asks is where is the largest

-

25 source of risk in the American food and drug supply, and it

!
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1 sets out in a true risk assessment basis what the actual

.

2 sources of risk are. The second questien it asks is, whera

3 is the largest source of concern expressed by the American

4 public. There is almost no congruity between number one and

5 number two.

6 In fact, cuite frequently, one finds literally

7 things that the public is concerned about that FDA finds

8 almost no source of risk and vice versa.

9 And the third question that it asks is where can

10 the agency be most effective in terms of reducing risk, which

11 isn't necessarily where the biggest source of risk is, because

12 if one concludes, for example, that the largest source of

13 risk is in tha most popular food consumed by the public, you

14 can't do very much about that.

15 So that the agency therefore puts all of these

16 together, and there is no magic formula for doing it, in

17 ordar to detarmine he< to set its priorities, but I don't

18 think anyone ought to confuse those three points, and the
_

19 way that FDA does its business has , I think, some relevance

20 f or NRC.

21 MR . SEGE: Thank you. Mr. Maclean?

22 DR. MACLEAN: Okay, this did come up and was

23 discussed a lot in Panel C, and off -- and sometimes the

24 comparisons were made with other regulatory agencies, and
- 25 I would point out that it seems to me that the political

- .
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1 clir: ate is such that the NRC has special problems that perhaps

2 some of the other regulatory agencies do not have, and it is

3 important to take these seriously.

4 MR. HUTT: May I just ask what they are, what the

5 dif f erences are?

6 DR. MACLEAN: There is the dif ference in credibility,

| 7 I think --

8 MR. SEGE: Let me ask for the purpose of

9 convenience of discussion, we separata the issue of

10 credibility from the issue of protection versus satisfaction.

11 DR. MACLEAN: Right. The only point I would make

|
12 en this is if you separate -- if the claim about the

13 necessity to satisfy the public is that if you interpret that
I
i

14 as regulatory agencies ought to be acting so that the public

15 in some sense is made happy, then clearly that is not their

16 responsibility, but if you consider satisfaction of the public ,

17 if you interpret that to mean that the responsibility of the

18 NRC is to satisfy the public that it is protecting the public,

19 rathar than to put protection -- if that is the interpretation

20 of satisfaction, then I think there is a very serious

21 philosophical dif f erence about whether satisf ying the public

22 that it is being protected is more important than protecting

23 the public, according to what a group of well-intentioned

24 experts might believe, and it may be, I think, that you can

- 25 def end the position that satisfying the public in that sense

.
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I might lead to policies that experts think do not prctact it as |

,

s
well as other policies do, and then it is really debatable-

3 about whether you want to give the public what is good for it

4 or you want to give the public what it deserves.

5 DR. KOUTS: I think it is clear that the intent of

6 that particular sentence was more narrow than you feel it

7 could range. It was cortainly meant in the connotation of

8 bread and circusas in Rome in the early part of the Christian

9 era, and the impact of that on the Roman Empire.

10 MR. SEGE: Maybe we should take just one mora

II comment and then take a break and come back. I believe Ms.-

12 Sheldon had a comment on the issue of protection versus

13 satisfaction.

I MS. SHELDON: I did. I have just changed it on tha

15
basis of Dr. Kouts' last remark. Having been involved in a

16 number of the circuses in this field, I guess I would say that

17 in spite of that, there are questions of due process involved.

8 That is what I know about as a lawyer. And then you are

19 going to visit risks upon members of the public -- there has

'O~
to be, or at least the agency is moving in that direction,

'l~
some concern for doing that in a fashion er through a

process which does give due process, does provide for

23
fundamental f airness and for meeting the requirements of law,

'~4
so that -- and that in turn, to follow up what Dr. Beyea is

~

15 saying, does involve critics as well as the well-intentiened

|
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1 experts who think they are doing good for the public, so it

m
2 is -- when I hear that. kind of remark, it makes me unhappy,,

3 because regardless of the problems that we have in the

4 process, the answer is not to throw it out, but to recogni::e

5 our fundamental principles that we are talking about in a

6 democracy and in the legal system. Decisions have to be made

| 7 according to those, and we have to work on that rather than

8 abandon it altogether, which is that, I believe that is the

9 direction that we are moving with fast-tracking licensing,

10 with developing safety goals that may be used in place of the

11 licensing process, or to make it easier to get these things

12 acccmplished.

13 I am all for efficiency, and doing away with

14 meaningless exercises, a lot of which I have been involved

i 15 in, but I am at the same time not inclined to substitute

16 public judgment in all areas for experts from within who
.

17 ta1% only to eaeh other.

18 MR. SEGE: Professor Perrev, can your cornment wait

19 until af ter the break?

20 DR. PERRcW: It is germane to this.

21 ,vR . SEGE: Okay, well why don't we take your comment

22 now.

23 DR. PERROW: I would just like to underline that

24 point. I am profoundly depressed by what I have heard just
l

' 25 in the last couple of minutes here, starting with Dr. Lewis's

._ __ . _
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1 remarks, because I thought the industry and its experts were

.s

2 learning something from TMI and it had had a salutory ef fect,

3 and I am now very puzzled whether it did er nor, because what

4 we have heard now is a reassertion of the experts know best.

5 Now, the experts, all the experts agreed there

6 couldn't be a TMI and then there was one. Than we have these

7 people here who are subject to this trauma, which I thought

I we were now learning about also, that there are, in the

9 risk-benefit calculations there are certain public traumas,

10 a cost to the public even if they are not directly irradiated

11 from this, that we should take into account.

12 So we have this unpredicted accident and the

13 trauma, and then the response is, well, the experts knew best,

14 and so we can release the krypon, and why is the NRC in there

15 involving the public in this decision? This disturbs me that

16 we haven't learned that the public has to be involved, that

17 the experts are not always right, that there is encrmous

18 trauma visited upon these people. They are bearing the costs

19 that none 6f us bear, that don't live there, and they are

20 even bearing the rate ecst. They are paying for a small part

21 of that one billion dollar cleanup. I had hoped we had

22 learned something.

23 MR. SEG.. Dr. Kouts would like to respond to that.

14 DR. KOUTS: I would like to respond to Ms . Shelden,

- 15 and simply say that I did not detect that there vere any

.
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1 opponents of due process on our panel, and there was no

.,

2 proposal --

3 MR. SEGE: Would you speak up, please? I think we

4 are losing some of your words.

5 DR. KOUTS: I did not detect that there were any

6 opponents of due process on our panel, nor did I hear any

7 remarks directed in a direction of -- placed in a direction

8 averse to due process.

9 I think if you searched, you might find some view

|
10 that -- a view of opposition to the way due process is

11 sometimes used, that is all.

12 DR. COCHRMI: Herb, did your panel think that

13 safety goals should encompass process goals?
.

14 DR. KOUTS: Process goals?

15 DR. COCHRMI: Goals to improve the process --

16 MR. SEGE: Dr. Cochran, let me ask if you will hold

17 that until af ter the break.

18 MR. LEVDTE : I would like to make a comment just

19 before the break. It is incorrect to interpret tha statccent

20 that Lewis made by saying it would deny due process. I would

21 like to be more explicit than Herb Kcuts was in answering the

22 due process question.

23 I think what Lewis's point is that the experts

24 should make their decision on the best expert basis they have

'- 25 and then subject it to public scrutiny. I think that is
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1 exactly what Hal said. He did not inply that the experts

.

2 should make the decision and then not let the public be

3 involved. I think that is an incorrect reading.

4 MR. lei /INE : I think as Joe McCarthy would say,

5 ene point of ordar, what saul says is right. obviously, but

6 I would go further. I believe the experts should have their

7 deliberations in full view of the public. I have no problems

8 with that, and can indeed take input from the public. The

9 exparts are now always right, but the public is often vrong,

10 too, and I believe that in the end, the agency with

11 responsibility for what is done ought to make its decisions

12 en the basis of its respensibility, its responsibility is to

13 protect the public and as Mr. Mutt has said, of ten what the

14 public demands and what is in the best view of the agency best

15 for the public are in public.

16 Clearly some accomodation has to be made. I would

17 like to make the accomodation as close to doing the job to

18 which people have sworn oaths, which is to protect the

19 public, as can possibly be the case, and I could give

20 examples.

21 I purposely picked the TMI event, because I knew

22 that would raise hackles, and I was right. It did raise

23 hackles, but to take examples out of other fields, take an

24 example out of medicine, the public apparently would be

- 25 happier if I.aetrile were widely used in the treatment of

. - --
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1 cancer, and I think most expert opinion is that that would be

,

2 had for the public. I know people who have died by going to

3 chiropractors when they should have gone to doctors with their

4 serious illnesses. Chere are plenty of places where we err

5 in the direction of satisfying the public in areas in which

6 it is really not expert, and I would like to see a

7 regulatory agency take its responsibility seriously; not

8 deny due process, obviously expose what it does as well as it

9 can, but still carry cut its job.

10 DR. LA'7E : Don't forget that there are times when

11 people died because they went to doctors instaad of going to

12 chiropractors.

13 MR. SEGE : There is a brief announcement that Walt

14 Kato wants to make before the break and af ter the break we

15 will turn to Dr. Cochran's comment.

16 (Brief recess)

17 MR. SEGE: The third plenary session of the NRC

18 Safety Board workshop will resume. Dr. Cochran?

19 DR. COCHRAM: If the agenda bef ore -- were to come
1

20 up with a rational explanation of why Hal's tail is really a

21 leg, I would think the group could sort of focus on whether

22 the agenda was the right ene.

23 And I have -- most of the discussion except for

24 some that we perhaps had in yesterday's Panel C was sort of

~

25 focussed on the implicit assumption that there were these sort

. -
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I of safety goals on the one hand, and process on the other.
~

2 If one accepts the possibility that tha Kemeny

3 Commission admonishment was correct, that the reactors could

4 not be operated safely unless there was a fundamental shif t

5 in attitude on the part of utilities, vendors and the

6 regulators, or something to that ef f ect, then I think one

7 would have to agree that process is really important in terms

8 cf acheiving a safe operation of reactors, and the attitude of

9 the regulators is Lmpcrtant, and that the efforts of your

10 organization, of your group should be expanded to look very
,

11 carefully at what sort of process and attitudinal changes

12 should be occurring to not only improve the safety of the

13 operations but the acceptability of the -- as Dr. MacLean

14 put it -- the acceptability of the way the regulatory

15 agency performs, by the public, acceptability by the public.

16 I would like to see if we could get some sort of

17 consensus amongst the three panels that the process is an

18 integral part of the safety goals process, and is not a

19 separate issue that is not germane to the program that you are

20 undertaking.

21 PR . SEGE: Dr. Kouts ?
'

22 OR. KOUTS: Yes, Tem, I think that is quite

23 reascnable and in fact that was in ene of the conclusions that

24 I stated. Should I read that part again?

- 15 DR. CocHRAN: sure.

- .-
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1 MR. SEGE: I would like us to proceed to Panel B
,

2 very scen, to make sure that we do reasonable justice & the

3 topics that need to be discussed in Panel B and c while thera

4 is tine still available.

5 Are there any ecmments that refer so specifically to

6 Panel A that they need to be made at this time? Dr. Eisanbud?

7 DR. EISENBUD: Just a short comment, and I would

8 hope that the final report in discussing the items on the

9 list that Dr. Kouts gave us would address the question of the

10 extent to which the presant system of establishing

,_. 11 quantitative safety goals was either deficient or in accord

12 with the race.mendations.

13 For example, the first one, which notes there should

14 be quantitative safety goals, well, of course there are some

15 now, and it would be more meaningful, I think, if the report

i

16 would discuss what needs to be done to the system now in

17 place, if there is a system in place.

18 This is also true, there is a statement that the

: 19 goals should respond to new knowledge, and I think the

20 present system is very deficient in that respect, and that

|
| 21 recommendation should address what the situation is at the

22 present time in the present system.

23 MR. SEGE: Dr. Kouts?

24 DR. KOUTS: Yes , you are right, Merril. It has got

-

25 to be stated that way, and it was my plan. I had a3 ready seen

.
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1 this defect in the way these words were put together, and that

-

2 will be changed in the formal language.

'
3 MR. SEGE: Ton, Mr. Cochran?

4 DR. COCHRAN: George, you just acted is though my

5 ef forts were just a passing comment, and they may be out of

6 order, in which case we can do this latar, but I still want to

7 see if I can get a censensus. I see that Herb seems to

8 suggest that it is the consensus perhaps of Panel A that the

9 process and now it is attitudinal issues should be part of the -

10 of your programs, which I don't really see much wort done in

11 that area, but maybe I am mistaken, but I would like to see

12 if that is the consensus of the entire group, and not just of

13 Panel c cr Panel C and Panel A. '

14 MR. SEGE: Dr. Xouts.

15 DR. Xcurs: I think you went the second time a

16 little beyond where you went the first time, and I wouldn't

17 say that Panel A arrived at something which included

II
; attitudinal process.

19 What we said was that somewhere, but not

20 necessarily as part of the goals, that there must be

21 Lastructions on how to use these quantitative limits in a

,,
reasonably unambiguous way, which means that the process--

23 of applying the goals has to be spelled out also, not

24 necessarily as part of the structure of the goals themselves,

25 though. Maybe in a dif f erent docu :ent.

- - . - ._ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - - _ _ _ _
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1 PR. SEGE: Tom, I believe that your comment

s
2 captures our issues, that cut across Panels B and C, as well

3 as Panel A, so let me suggest that we proceed with the

4 discussion on the reports from the other two panels, and then

5 after that discussion if you feel that the issue of consensus

6 on this subject should be taken up again, please bring it up

7 at that point, and then we will revisit it, okay?

8 Mr. Ernst, I believe, has a comment that refers to

9 both Panel A and Panel B, and that may be a good way to

10 bridge the transition between the discussions of the two

11 panel reports. Mr. Ernst.

12 MR. ERNST: Thank you, George. Also Panel C, I

13 think, and the only reasen I asked to make a statement now is

14 I did run a verification process on the -- problem, and it

15 shows what credibility of information does to you. You sort

16 of decida you want to check and audit yourself, and I will hava

17 to be leaving at 11: 05, I guess, to catch that 1: 15 plan, for

18 anybody else, because apparently that is the only limo, and I

19 am not sure you would be through Panel A or B and C by then.

20 Maybe a need for me making this statement is less

21 necessary now because of the last couple of minutes. I do

22
| want to agree with Tem that process, I think, is an important

23 part of this goal setting.

24
My own perscnal view is that perhaps the setting of

- 25 the goal has more problems associated with ethics and

|

|

|
t
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1 sociopolitical aspects than technical, the technical aspects

,

2 may be somewhat less demanding, and my viewpoint also , I,

3 think verificaticn, some -- the technical aspects somehow in

4 my view bacone more dominant as to how do you determine that

5' the verification process is useful and credible.

6 I would -- again in my perception, I think, there

7 has been a great deal of emphasis placed on the problens

8 associated with goal-setting, and perhaps necessarily so

9 less emphasis en the so-called verification process, which is

10 a mixtura of technical and process-oriented problems.

11 I would strongly urge that in the next session on

12 this subject that we pay more explicit attention to the
d

*13 details of the process of verification and things that come

14 to mind, which is f ar from a complete list, is uncertainty

15 and ine: mpleteness of any probabilistic analyses, verification

16 of assunptions made by practitioners of the art, the question

17 of resources required to parf orm analyses and to audit

18 analyses, which I think is important and senewhat of a cost _

19 benefit process, how do you implement in a cost-ef fective way.

20 I think public understanding and input to the

21 proces s . While I agree that the technical aspects can best be

22 addressed by the technical experts, I think the process has to

13 he open and understandable to the public so that there can be

24 some credibility to the process, and this takes a good deal of

-

25 thought as to how to make this occur.

, - --
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1 Questions regarding rigidity and flexibility of tha

-

, 2 use of any ensuing criterha I think are important in the

3 regulatory or licensing process, depending on where you apply

4 it, case by case, cr just in the general regulatory process.

5 For example, would a ten to the minus four

6 criterion have the same rigidity that a 3 00 rem to the

7 thyroid have in Part 100? How would you really apply these

8 kinds of criteria, should they evolve?

9 The question of who authenticates the verification

10 process I thta k is extremely important. Is verification done

11 plant by plant, plant type by plant type, or by more

12 deterministic application in the various rules er criteria
t

| 13 that might be set up to implement the goal?
:

. 14 And if -- just as a side question -- if verification
i

15 does include dif ferences in probability between core melt and

I
16 core damage, I think this adds an increasing complexity to the

17 problem.

18 I am sure there are other kinds of things that are

19 important to the verification process, but I just vant to

20 f or the racerd state that I think it is extremely important

21 to address the verification process, otherwise the goal-

22 setting will really largely be in vain.

23 MR. SEGE: Thank you, Mal. Other comments on Panel

24 B? Dr. Perren?

-

25 DR. PERRou: Yes, I was a little pus: led by the idea

.

+-
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1 of flexible goals, since I thought goals were something that
.,

2 would be rather stable, and Panel B emphasi:ed yearly changes,

3 they didn't emphasise yearly changes, but they allowed the

4 possibility f or even yearly changes in goals, and a=cr.g tha

*

5 criteria, I think, were econenic considerations, and I

6 wendered if this meant that if a plant started losing noney

7 that you would then be flexible about your goals and relax

8 the safety requirements?

9 Are you having flexibility on the downside as well

10 as on tha upside, er is just that ycu want to keep raising the

11 goals ?

12 DR. LN7E : The answer to the second question is no,

13 we did not think that we should be taking account of economic

14 criteria as to whether a plant starts losing money. We have

15 not been beating our people of our sexual preference. We

16 were simply remarking that in a system like the United States

17 you have a hierarchy of laws which enj oy dif f erent degrees

18 of flexibility.

19 You have a Ccnstitution where that stays fixed over

20 long periods of time, it,is extremely dif ficult to amend it.

21 You then have a set of statutory laws which are easier to do

22 something about. You than have administrative regulations

23 which are still easier to change. What we were trying to

24 emphasise is that quantitative safecy goals which involve
'

25 specific numbers, for example, s1,000 a man-ren, is going to

._. __ - _ _ . . . _ ._. ,_
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1 change if for no other reason than because of inflation.

,

3 Remember that under the last eight years, that the real value-

3 of a dollar has halved, and that means that $1,000 in man-rems

4 means half as much now as it did before.

5 well, if we are going to fix quantitative

6 regulations in stone, then we are going to be hung up on our

7 ovn petard, and so what we are trying to say here is that we

8 vant to ensure that if there are changes in econcrnic

9 conditions, there are changes in health, there are changes in

10 values, that there has to be flexibility on these numbers.

11 If on the other hand you go to the almost vacuous

12 qualitative goals, like no undue risk, than that statement can

13 stay fixed for all time, but it vill mean different things in

14 different eras.

15 MR. SEGE: " hank you. Dr. Zebroski?

16 DR. ZEBROSKI: I would like to amplify one-part of

17 the report, if I have the chairman's agreement.

18 DR. LAVE: And what if you didn't?

19 DR. ZEBROSKI: I would go ahead.

|
20 I think there was a discussion that a quantitative

21 safety goal is really meaningful only in the context of a

22 considerable description of the support and implementation

23 structure, and that includes codes and standards, operating
j

24 procedings, regulatory procedures and structures, the process

~

25 of learning from experience, and the use of due process in

|
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1 validation of contentious items.

s

. 2 It is my personal opinion that a qualitative safety

3 goal has tso dimensions. One dimension is the addition of

4 this support structure as part of the meaningfulness of a

5 quantitative safety goal, and the other dimension is that the

6 qualitative safety goal, statad in qualitative terms, is a

7 f elicitous summary, in our chairman's words, of the

8 quantitative goal, of the ef fect of the quantitativa goals.

9 I think we have a very eloquent dissertation from

10 Mr. Hutt on the unreality of taking a vague qualitative goal

11 and deriving from it neaningful quantitative goals.

12 Cartaialy the suppcrt structure couldn't be derived from such

13 a thing.

It So I think that it is important, perhaps , to

15 recognise that the quantitative goal is not derived by

16 theorems cr lemmas frem a qualitative statement, but perhaps

17 the reverse is more accurate.

18 Next point is that a safety goal which implies a

19 waiting discipline to give consistency to the support and

20 implementation structure, ar.d give a significant gain in

21 saf ety even if the'ncminal target values are identical to

22 those in 10 CFR 2 0, 50 and 100, and that is because a lov

23 relevancy of some of the regulations and procedures clearly

24 divert major resources from the important ones, and thus in

-

25 some respects are directly counterproductive to better safety,

.
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1 so having a goal which permits a rational process of weighting
-

2 the important from the unimportant is itself a safety goal,

3 aven if there is no change in the target values.

4 The main dif ference which an explicit goal ideally

5 can provide relative to 10 CFR 20, 50 and 100 is an

6 explicit incorporation of the likelihoods of diff erent events

7 as a measure of the required specificity and intensity of

8 legislation, regulation and enf orcement.

9 And a further difference which I think mainly

- 10 affects the support structure, but which is also very

11 important in my view is that the concept of specifying the

12 intensity and regulatory response action and the speed of

13 response required as a function of the sise of the perceived

14 diff erence from the safe state is extremely -- would be

- 15 extranely constructive in q.ttting a more regular process.

16 In technical terms, this means that the size of

17 the time integral of risk contribution determined the priority

18 and speed of response required.

19 MR. SEGE: Thank you. Any other comments en Panel E ?

20 Mr. Derby?

21 MR. DERBY: I would like to address an issue that

| 22 Panel 3 started with and set aside, because there was no real
|

13 way to resolve it, and that is that some of t.5 7' ' sterial that

24 was given to us for our consideration ve did not .ind
'

15 suitable to guide or discussion over the next two and a half

_ . . _ - _ _ _ _- _ _
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1 days .

-

2 I assume that the office of Policy Evaluation vill

3 prepara a draft policy statement as a result of our

4 deliberations here and Tther meetings, and I expect to have

5 more substance because we have had these meeting *s, and then

6 copies are available, the expectation.

7 uhat I would like to do is summari:e what I think
.

8 that policy statement should contain, and I see three parts.

9 The top part is some declaration of intent. Now, I dcn't saa

10 this as being particularly hard, probably a compendium of

11 statements like undue risk and the best we can do, and all

12 that, but specifically there is sone resolution anyvay cf tha

13 definition of what considerations are part of the precess,

14 what social attributos?

15 we came up with a list and didn't know what to do
,

16 with it, things like land use, mortality, morbidity, ganetic

17 effects. There has been a lot of -- scale -- there have been

18 a lot of parameters. I would like to see a policy statement

19 say what is and trhat is not going to be part of the

20 consideration.

21 There is a bottom part of this policy evaluation

22 s ta tement, policy statement. T think it has to identify the

23 class of regulatory decisions that a ;e going to be

24 affected, or at least addressed by the policy statanent.

~

25 The example that I have for myself is that most

__ __ - -- - _ . _ - - . _ _ _ _ _
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1 routine regulatory decisions are based on conformance to

_

. 2 professional or technical codes and standards, SME -- .

3 stan dards . We are not talking about that stuff. That is

4 handled. We are talking about decisions that represent some

5 kind of judgmental bridging of no undue risk and what do I

6 do now?

7 Those decisions have to be clear to focus -- I think

8 the middle part, and that is an explanation of what kind of

9 management principles or operational rules, or whatever is

. _ 10 going to be used, whatever process things are going to ha used

11 to develop these regulatory standards that follow from tha top

12 and go to the bottom.

13 Now, it doesn't have to solve the problam, but I

14 think it has to lay out some kind of framework, that what are

15 the questions that must be answered, specific c':estions? What

16 are the tradeoffs that are going to be made? !!ow are these

i
17 questions going to be answered? I an sura thera aroi

18 scientific factual questions that, say, go find out who knows
1

19 about these things and ask them what it is, and that solves

| 20 our problems.

21
|

Then there is also soms kind of consensus of opinion ,

22 whose opinion, and how does all this go together? I would

1
' 23 find that a rnally nice document to read and respond to. I

24 would find it had substance, and I would find that it would

| 25 guide what I would see the next step is, is trying to realise

i
*

__ _
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1 some of these advantages and avoid all the disadvantages that

. 2 we all foresee.

3 MR. SEGE: Thank you, Steve. Any more cornents en

4 Panel B? Ms. Sheldon?

5 MS. SHEL0cN: I have a connent and a question. I

6 guess I will start with the comment. It is mora of a plea

7 that any other documents that are prepared on this subject

I that and up in the Federal 2egister, and in which public

9 comment is requested by written in English. I was really

10 fairly disturbed by the dif ficulty of understanding the
,

11 language used in the document.

12 In spite c.f the fact that I have had some

13 experience in this field, it is heavily -- it is primarily

14 bureaucratese, it is heavily weighted with jargon. There are

15 words used that have meaning to me that apparently hava

16 different meaning to other people.
;|

17 For example, decompose a problem.

18 OR. LEWIS: Ycu were right.

19 MS. SHELOON : And we have thought, on my side of

20 the street for some time, there was a lot of rot around. So

21 I would just ask that you remember who it is that has to wade

22 through this stuff if you are asking for public input and

23 comment.

24 And I was made very awars during the course of the

-

15 last two and a half days that the Alice in wonderland

t

|
|
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1 principle of words meaning only what you decide they are going

2 to mean is very much in ef f ect. That is a problem, lawyers

3 have their own lingo and engineers have their own lingo, but

4 if we are ever going to bridge the gap because us and you and>

'

5 the public and the various aspects of this whole problem, we

6 have to have a common grcund of language to do it, and that

7 would be my comment and plea on that.

8 And my questien is to Mr. Levine. During our

9 planary session yestarday, you indicated you found a list of

10 disadvantages that we had come up with distasteful, which I

11 thought was an interesting word, itnd I wondered what it was

12 about them that you found distasteful.

13 MR. LEVINF: I said they applied -- you could make

14 that list of comments abcut any model,anyone makes in any

15 field. Chare are inadequacies in all models, and I don't

16 know why they were being applied particularly to this type of

17 mod el.

18 MS. SHELDON: I don't think we intended to apply
_

19 them with particularity, basically.

20 .s. LEvINE: That is not how I raad it.'

21 MR. HUTT: Mor was it intended to mean that the

22 disadvantages outweighed the advantages. They simply were

23 isolated as disadvantages .

24 MS. SHELOCN: The only reascn we listed them was

25 that that was the problem ve vere looking at, as opposed te

. - _- . _ - _ _ _ _ - __ _
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1 any other given model or topic.

- -

2 MR. SEGE: Thank you. These have been helpful

3 additional remarks by members of Panel B largely, I wonder if

4 the members of Panels A and C wculd like to of fer some ccmments

5 on the Panel B report?

6 MR. HUTT: Oces the panel that gets the fewest

7 conments get a pri:e?

8 MR. SEGE: Prof essor LaPorte?

9 DR. LAPORTE: My question is for hopefully

10 expansion. There is a section that you dealt with,

11 tuplementation of goals. In one of them, you nada a

12 distinction between goals for design as goals f~or performance,

'

13 the distinction between those two aspects of goals, and I

14 wonder if you could say a little bit more abcut that,

15 particularly in the context of the problem of verification

16 over time, is the thing I have been struggling, and I hope

17 you can help us understand that a bit more.

18 DR. LA'7E : Okay, the basic notion is that when you

19 do a design standard, you tell people what you want them to

20 do. When you have a performance standard, you tell than what

|
21 it is you want to acconplish and let them do it any way they

22 want, and one of the discussions that we had, where I was

23 led kicking and screaming down the path had to do with whether

24 you licensed reactor operators.

-

15 That is, should cne not simply have a goal for tha

|
1
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1 utility that says that the following accident and microevent

-.

. 2 frequencies may not be excaeded, and let them hire whoevar
!

3 they want to run their reactor in the course of doing that.

4 And as I say, I was led kicking and screaning away

5 from that, saying, no, no, there really are some reasons why

6 it is that you would like skilled reactor operators around

7 in order to know these things, but the emphasis, we did come

8 to one point where we all agreed, and that was that

9 requiring hours of classrcon performance of reactor operators

10 was a design standard that we could all do without, since
f

11 those people * rho had either been in classas from the front

12 end or the back and knew that a requiremant of spending
;

13 certain hours in class was not apropos of anything other than

14 making sure people got enough rest during a period of time.

15 MR. st:RS"EI'f : It is known as a residency

16 requirement.

17 DR. IX7E: Yes , a residency requirement.

18 But, there have been a number of examples in othar - -

19 other than in the nuclear area, where what were initially
|

| 20 design standards have inhibited a vast amount of progress,

21 for example, specifying cast iron pipe in housas rather than

22 permitting plastic pipe, and it was that kind of an idea that

23 ve were looking at here, to try and not stifle innovation,

24 to not try and get in the way of improving reactor safety.

25 DR. IAPCRTE: The reasen I raised the question, you
i

.

O
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1 said in your ccmments that the preference was for perfo=ance

2 criteria, and ycu have just helped me understand how that

3 arose.

4 And I am interested in tha problem of verification

5 not cnly of essentially component parts, and ycur comments

6 suggested that it was in the cenpenent parts section that

7 you were concerned with parformance critaria as distinguished

8 frcm design criteria, and would you then -- to what degree

9 would you push performance criteria as contrasted to

10 design criteria, for the operation of power plants as a whola

11 over the timelines likely to be experienced into the future

12 of a plant, some 40 years?

13 accause the problem of verification, of whether

14 you can in fact know what the performance is, to know whether

15 you have met the critaria or not, as contrasted to a problem

16 of sesentially forecasting performance, seems to me to drive

17 you toward the design criteria question, but I don't know

18 what your panel did about this, but there seems to me to be

19 censiderable ambiguity in this and how you think about it.

20 DR. LA'?E : okay, well, I think that ona of tha

21 things that we were clear about sas that in those occasions

22 when you didn't think you could write a perfocance standard,

23 that all you could write was a design standard, that you

24 clearly had at the bottom four other techniques which are
~

25 deemed to be equally suitable, rather than trying to fix some

I
'

.
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I alternative and not let other people do it, but I guess as a

- 2 general principle, although I will admit that there are times

3 when you don't know enough to write a perfcrmance standard,

4 that that is a reflection of your ignorance, and ycu tiev,

5 it sometimes occurs, but that those are things you ought to

6 get around.

7 There is a very strong preference for vriting

8 design standards, letting people on the spot find the best way

9 of implementing those things , and for example it would be

10 meaningless to write a design standard which said there shall

11 be less than ten to the minus seven chance of killing 20,000

12 people par reactor year. That is not an event that one would

13 monitor en.

14 But on the othar hand, Ed Zebroski was convincing us

15 that you could write some parformance standards on more
1

1

16 micro-events , such as the numbar of component failures, which

17 would be equivalent to, at least in some nodel sense

| 18 equivalent to these other ones, they would be things that

19 could be verified.

20 DR. LApoRTE: I understand the principle, you know,

21 the examples, pretty clearly, and I was hopeful that you had

22 thought about an essantially conceptual sense, you knowing --

23 and you began to answer that -- knowing when you can move frert

24 ene kind of criteria to another.

I

~

25 Obviously, vis-a-vis verification into tha future,

__
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1 you have to almost go by design. If you can't chack it out

2 and see whether you have met the performance criteria. At

3 some point, you have to move from one type of criteria to the

4 other.
,

5 DR. LA'rE : oka y, let me answer that in a minute, but

6 just let me make a point that when you are using design

7 criteria, then you are inherently going to have a lot of

8 skepticism about whether in fact that is so, and I would

9 think that lots of the problems with nuclear reactor accid'ents

10 is that about all you have are some design criteria. If you

11 had performance criteria where you could trace micro-events to

12 macro-considerations, macro accidents , then you could have

13 much more agreement on meetings some of these criteria, but

14 when you have to wave your hand a little bit and say, we

15 believe that if people do things the way we say thay are

16 going to do, that everything will turn out all right, then

17 you are going to have a lot of skepticism about it.

I8
.

MR. SEGE: Dr. Zebroski?
|

| 19 DR. ZEBRosxI: Well, I think in many areas you use
!

| 20 both, but I think one particularly happy relationship is where

21 you have a performance criterion which then covers the issua

22 of daterioration with time, because it has within it, say, a

23 periodic testing requirement.

24 But the relationship to a design criterien, which is

25 an almost ideal one, is to provide the design criterien as a
|

|
!

!
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1 regulatory guide. It simply says of the many possible

- 2 solutions, if you use this one, we will take it as a

3 stipulation that you have met the performance, assoming that

4 is really known by the regulater. .

5 so, you can cover it both ways, and still leave the

6 option for improvements in design or in operation which would

7 still meet the perf ormance criterien, so I think the

8 performance criterion is both more powerful, more flexible,

9 and more long-lasting than the design criterien.

10 MR. BURS TEIN: But I think you vill all agree, as

11 Eurstein says, that one of these days you have got to get

12 from what you want to do to how you are going to do it, and

13 whether the design critaria becomes a regulatory or a

14 licensing criteria, or whether it is the manufacturers' or

15 utilities ' method, ultimately it must devolve into a design,

16 a mechanical type of specification, because someday, if all

17 of this is to be worth anything, we are going to do something

18 with it, and how to do it is the design specification er

19 criterion .

20 OR. LAvr: Let me at least partially disagraa with

21 tha t . I can think of a really simple example, which is the

22 drainpipe on a house. The building codes used to say that

13 that had to be cast iron pipe and it had to be put in in the

24 following way, and alcng came PVC pipe, which sculd do the

25 job in avarybody's astimatien at least as well, at a small

i
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1 fracticn of the cost.

_

2 And again, I thought that what averybody agreed tc,

3 except the local plumbers, that what you wanted to have was

4 a standard that said there shall be a pipe thara which will

5 centain water under the following cenditions, shall last the

6 following period of tine, and so en, that is, that those are

7 all performance criteria.

8 Now, in the end, when you were installing such a

9 drainpipe, you really had two choices. The two choices were

10 this cast iron pipe and the P"C pipe, and whenevar somebody

11 went out to do the jcb, then if they were using pvC pipe,

12 there was a set of things they had to go through in order to

13 install it well, but there is a diff erence between specifyin g

14 in the code, the building code, that it has to be P"C pipe

|
'

15 and it has to be done in this way, and simply saying it has ges

16 to perform in this way.
,

17 MR. BURSTEIN : My point, if I may, just in reply,

18 and I agree with you ccmpletely, but I have carried it that

19 one step farther, that in crder to install it, you have got to
i

20 buy it, you have get to hire the right kind of guy, you havs

21 got to give him or her the right kind of tools, and you have

| 22 got to say put it frem here to there, and you can't tell him
!

23 use one er the other without some instruction as to which to

24 do. You can't leave the choice infinitely hanging there, er

| - 25 else you nevar accomplish it.
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1 MR. HUTT: I think the issue there is, is that a

2 regulatory process?..

3 MR. BURSTEIN : Not necessarily.

4 MR. HUTT: Okay.

5 MR. BURSTEIN: Not at all.

6 32. SEGE: Any other comments on Panel B?

7 .v.r . Bradburn ?

8 MR. BRADBURN: Yes. I would like to talk about

9 something that we confrented very briefly in panel B and

10 didn't resolve, and which a number of comments I have heard

11 here this morning raise again.as an issue that I am concerned

12 about, and that is the issue of the possible -- or what is the

13 scope of application of the safety goal after it is developed,

14 in whatever process it may be developed?

! 15 I, heard a number of people, I think, say this

16 morning that we' need to recognize a limitation that this goal

17 will probably only apply to new plants, or to future plants,

18 and I don't think that that necessarily is the case. I don't

19 think it should be the case.
20 I think similarly ve have been talking about pretty

21 much the reactor plant in a vacuum, and certainly haven' t

22 addressed fuel supply or wasted disposal or the reliability of
23 the resulting compliance system, or the possibility of

24 applying it to a future breeder program, et catara, et catara,

15 et cetera.

. ~
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1 In my opinion, I think that needs to be addrassed,

2 in the statement of the goal. I personally feel thara is a

3 need for a broad application, to look at the whole issue

4 rather than focus only on the reactor or the plant and the

5 plant boundaries, and/or that at least the safety goal has to

6 have stated within it the allevance for a decision process

7 that will address that in a meaningful way.

8 That there is a need to develop a process for

9 applying whataver is applicable to existing as well as to

10 future plants in some way. I recognize that all of this will

11 have sor.e 1L,itation, the limitations being that not

12 everything that is stated in a goal will be applicable to

13 existing plants, and recognizing that scme plants may not

14 make it, and that serious choices then have to be made.

15 . MR. SEGE: This touches on issues that were
i

16 discussed in Panel A, and perha Dr. Kouts would care to addr.

i 17 to this.
|
'

18 DR. KOUTS: Yes, I think I detected the reference to

19 Panel A, and I thought we had taken care of this with careful

20 wording . Let me read again the wording, and the part referred

21 to nere says the goals should be dynamic to respond to progresa

22
,

in technology, but grandfathering plants already approved
|

f 23 should be norr.al policy, in the absence of overriding safety

24 considerations, and that qualifying phrase there has a lot of

25 centent in it, of course, because where you find that safety

1
t

.
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1 goals are not met by existing plants, and it is meaningful

2 that they don't satisfy safety goals, than you do something,s

3 and that was put in there specifically for that purpose.

4 Now, the reference to future plants, was it even-

5 meant to take into account the point that the breeders will

6 probably come down the pike, and will have to be dealt with

7 by any safety goals that you establish, and this point is
1

8 addressed by these words.

9 This is especially true because the mora

10 quantitative goals will be addressed principally to plants,

11 and the word " principally" is put there with the

12 grandfarhering and the reservation in grandfathering
~

13 specifically in mind.

14 3R. ERADBURN: Principally to what? I am sorry,

15 I didn't hear.

16 DR. LAtfE : Principally to plants that will not come

17 into existence and operation --

18 DR. BRADatRN: Oka y.

19 cR. LAerg: _. f or more than a decade, and the intent

20 here is that safaty goals be established to guide the futura

21 regulatory process, which probably will draw more heavily on

22 things in that area.

23 MR. SEGE: Mr . Ma ls ch?

24 MR. MALSCH: It just occurred to me, I have a

15 question. Oces that mean that we should not use safety goals

. -
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1 that are established to influence current rulemaking actions,
2 as for example, en hydrogen control, degraded cores,

3 anticipated transients without scram, and the like?

4 CR. KOUTS: Not at all.

5 MR . MALS CH : Which will make and conceivably apply
6 to present as well as future plants?

7 DR. KouTS: Not at all. Once you have a safet y
*

8 g oa l, I assune you will then use it in the way we talked abcut,
9 that is, applying it to these deterministic requirements to

10 find out what rationale lies behind them, and whether they
11 fit the safety goals.

12 And these are things that are established in the

13 course of rulemaking, as well as by other processes.

14 MR. SEGE: Mr. O' Donnell.

15 MR. o noNNELL: I think if you adopt the policy that

16 they are going to be forward looking only, their value

17 diminishes very rapidly. I think the ideal case, and I am

18 not saying that you said that, but there seems to be an
i

19 emphasis that --
|

( 20 na. KouTS: No, this is not an injunction en the
I

21 way things are to happen. This is an expectation of the

22 way things might happen, that they are -- af ter all, there wil..

23 be more plants built and operating in the future, perhaps,

24 than have been built up to now, and --
~

25 MR. o coNNELL: : understand, but it seems to me
-

m a
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1 that one of the most useful applications of this whole thing

.

. 2 is to, as we discussed earlier, evaluate existing regulatory

3 practice and find out where you are, what level of safety

4 vis-a-vis these goals you provide, and I think automatically
.

5 that says sonething about the existing plants.

6 Now, it may be that they all meet '.t, and it ray

7 be that sone of them don't meet it, and then you have to

8 apply -- and I think this is where if you have it in

9 something such as an ALARA approach, you can nake those

10 hard decisions on sene reasonable basis of balancing costs

11 and benefits, but I think that it would be most useful if

12 the structura of the goals and the application of them were

13 broad ancugh to cover existing plants as well, and any rule

14 changes that are being considered.

15 MR. MALscH: My concern was that if we ara to use

16 safety goals f or that purpose. It wasn't clear to me in what

17 sense it was that existing plants were grandfathered.

18 MR. BURSTEIN: Excuse me, every plant that is now

19 operating or will be allowed to operate has been judged to

20 be safe. It is a requirement of the law. Marty, you know

| 21 that perhaps battar than anybody else. There is a safauy

22 evaluation report that has been issued, that has been litigat-

|
13 ed, that in nost cases that I know of has going to have tha

!

24 validity of a' court review.

-

25 DR. CocHRAN: That makes them saf e, doesn 't it?

|
|

_
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1 MR. BURSTEI'I: 'Thether -- I den't think'that is the

2 point. I think whether you use a safety goal er a safaty-

3 evaluation, and you are not substituting one f or the othar,

4 as we discussed yrsterday, a deternination has been nada under

5 due process that that design and the capacity for its

6 operaticn will protect the public health and safety to some

7 standard.

8 New, if you want to change the standard, or if you

9 want to codify some presently unquantifiable itans, fin e, but

10 it is not to suggest that present plants have not met a

11 safety goal. We started out with that en day one. ,

12 DR. KOUTS: Let ne just take up the ATWS case as

13 an example, and apply the kind of reasoning we have been

14 talking about to this. The staff is on the path to arriving

15 at sone A WS requirenents. These A Ws requirements are going

16 to be the subject of a regulatory process which will include

17 a hearing, which will include public process.

18 The safety goals, the purpose of the safety goals

19 in this connection is to act as a touchstone, to deternine

20 whether or not the staff endpoint meets the safety goals,

21 that is, there is a process to deternine that that is a

22 rational conclusion.

23 If it is a rational conclusion, and if it is then

24 used -- it is then the basis for requirements which are

25 placed en all plants, future and present, presunably the

. -. . - .
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.1 effect would be primarily on future plants, things have been

2 done with respect to existing plants already, and you will

3 have to go back and look to see if they meet the safety
,

4 goals, the requirements with respect to all plants will have

5 to be checked, and maybe even the staf f position will be

6 changed by this.

7 MR. SEGE: Dr. Lewis?

8 DR. LEWIS: ! think it is worth snphasising -- I

9 agree with what Harb has said, worth emphasizing that ATNS
'

10 and sone of the others that were mantioned are subsystem

11 exercises, and those incentivas of overall saf ety goals , if

12 one could accept them on the basis of benefit versus risk er

13 cost in which risk is an element to the public, if thay were

14 to ha set in a reasonable way, and it turned out that a

15 number of plants currently in existence did not meet the

16 standards, ~then serious consideration should be given to

17 shutting then down. There is no question whatever about

18 tha t, but as in the ongoing proceedings on subsystems, that
_

19 is a good way to begin to exarcise the use of this kind of --

20 I hate the word nethodology, but methodology, on the sub-

21 system, deal with this implication, but then in the and, when

22 one sets -- and ATNS is a good example, and ATWS reliability

23 or scram reliability criteria and its quantitative weight,

24 based en a probability assessment, that probabilistic

25 assessment has got to include its centribution to the overall

..
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1 risk of the plant in the context of an overall limit on risk

- 2 of the plant. But that is a fair ways down the pike.

3 MR . SEGE: Thank you. Are there any other ccmments

4 cn Panel B? If not, let us move en to Panel C, comments cn

*

5 the Panel C report, Dr . Lave ?

6 3R. LA"E : Ue spent a bit of time talking about

7 alpha, as to whether alpha was less than one or equal to one,

8 cr greater than ene, and we thought of some situation where

9 alpha is much smaller than one, for example, if you take all

10 the Cambodians who have lost their lives in the Last year er *

11 so, it is clear that that is not an alpha of two. It is

12 probably an alpha of 0.01, or so.

13 That is, that there are situations vhura you seem

14 to get an upper bound on the amount of concern that anybody

15 can ever havn, and that led to a sort of a general comment

16 unich -- I nean, being a modeler myself , I hesitate to say it,
,

17 but I will say it, which is that what you call risk aversion,

18 or what the ACRS has called risk aversicn is much more

19 complicated than a singla parameter, alpha, being greater er

20 less than one, and we didn't think it was tarribly helpful

21 to try and zummarize it in that, and then to go en a bit, we

22 thought, though, that the method we would racemmend for

23 other -- for the NRC to try and get at these was what we

24 called a set of relevant comparisons, and we had huge debate

~

25 cn what was a relevant comparisen, whether it was looking at

;
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1 dans that was a relevant conparison, and conparing hard

. 2 numbers, lika tha number of people who died from lightning

3 strikes Last year, to calculated numbers, like the expected

4 number of deaths from a reactor, was a relevant comparisen,

5 so we didn't have a lot to of fer as to what exactly was a

6 relevant comparison, except a method for finding then, which

7 was probably to try and ask people what were the relevant

8 comparisons? Do you think of nuclear reactors and airplane

9 rides in the sane set of dinensions, or where it is to try,

10 to find out what the public has in nind as to relevant

11 conparisons as a vay of doing things.

12 MR. SEGE: Thank you. Sr. Okrent?

13 DR. CKRENT: tiell, I am by no means going to

14 def end alpha equals 1.2 Ne did feel it was of use, in fact,

15 to Latroduce the questien of should there be risk aversion in

16 scme kind of quantitative saf ety goal f orrulation. Thare

17 have been proposals in the past which included this and which
.

l 18 did not.t

19 The original Farner curve, as r.any of you kncv, had
1

1 20 risk aversion in it.

21 I will note one thing. It does in fact act as a

22 surrogate for certain kinds of safety philosophy if you are

23 so inclined. If you have an alpha larger than one, it tends

24 to push you toward renote siting, other things being equal,

15 because there ara penalties in -- when you do the ALA?A. When'

I
.

|
|
|

|

|
^
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1 ycu do the ALARA, it is verth ore .cney, in othar verds.

- 2 sinilarly, it tends to push you tcward containrent

3 features which reduce the likaliheed still further cf tha

4 larga events and so forth, so if you hava in mind a

5 qualizative safety philosophy that says, these are things you

6 vish to ancourage, you can do it by something of tha scrt.

7 New, you knc i, there are other vays of acheiving the

8 same purpose. This was a very sinplistic way of putting

9 sc ething en the table.

10 Ma. star: cr. :ebrcski?

11 OR. OrsRosn:: Dave, we discussed this in ancther

12 centex:. That is, if you sat your saf ety geal for this araa

13 as being substantially battar than senething else, either in

14 a cost avoidance or risk avoidance er risks of alternate

15 scurcea of supply, risk of 'eprivation, and so en, if you

16 vant to set it, say, two times er five times safer than

17 alternate technologies, there is a pcssible inplication that

18 the nisallocation of resources means that ycu directly kill

19 care people in some other area, and so in tha'. sense, at

20 leas t, it raises a neral question of the advisability of

21 setting an excessivaly tight safety goal fcr whatever ncble

22 reasen night appear to be present.

'
13 The alpha seems to be one of the -- and I think

24 therefera that whatever reascns er excuses for setting ucals

'
15 unreasonably low cena up should be exanined extracely cicsaly,

,- . - - __
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1 and alpha is a very intaresting cne, but I think in several

I 2 respects our hmnediate behavior in the regulatory process is-

3 to assuna a rather low alpha, and two other examples that I

4 think of in addition to Mr. Lave's is the occupational

5 exposure, where clearly by reducing the individual allowable,

6 ycu irradiate more people to greater total population man-ren,

7 and the other one is the large increase in lung dose, probably

8 a thousand times or a million Lines greater than the nuclear

9 apparatus can do, from the energy conservation closure of

10 buildings, and we are acting very irresponsibly in those

11 areas, or at least not consequentially, and that ef fect

12 anounts to a very small alpha.

I3 MR. SEGE: Dr. Lewis.

I4 DR. LEfIS : I just wanted to make a minor comment.

15 Firs t , in -- I agree with Ms . Sheldon about the call for clear;

16 language, and -- although I would be happy to see, in

17 California it is okay to writa things not in plain Er glish,

18 if you can at least write then in plain Spanish, in plain

19 language, yes.
|

| 20 And in that contaxt, I think we have deternined
l

21 risk aversion is a somewhat misleading tern, and in the sense

22 that I would like -- I don't want to defend alpha, or even

23 speak in the context of alpha, but sene kind of nonlinear

24 panalty which one might call the penalty of scale, in the

"

15 sanse that one wants to penali:e a large accident a bit mere

- . - -. -. .
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1 than an accumulatien of small accidants , makes sense not -- but

2 net because the public is nera averse to such accidents, but

3 because there is nore social danage done by a large accidant

4 than by an accumulation of s all accidents.
'

5 There was one vievgraph, I have forgotten whose it

6 vas, that spoke of the ripple ef fect, which is the beginning

7 of that phenomencn, so : think cne shculd penalize large

8 accidents a hit =cre. Just how, whether it is through an

9 alpha nachanisn or scnething, dcn't %nov, but vculd

10 argue in faver of dropping the term " risk aversion," because

11 that implies that ene is doing it for the vreng raasens .

12 M2. 3r33: Cr. Ecuts ?

13 OR. Korts: I just "antad te respond to sonething

14 cave okrent said abcut the value of alpha greater than ene

15 driving you to remote siting. I am not sure that is the

16 case with respac*. to the way the criteria are established

17 hers, because they are established en Latent ef f ects, and not

18 en the individual ef fects , and rencte siting has ver y little

19 ef fect on the accumulated societal risk in latent ef f etts.
:
.

20 ca. OKRENT: Well, it has an effect. Thera really

21 is a dif ference between Brevn's Ferry and Indian point for

22 latent effects.

23 DR. KotTS: That is not reneteness. That is part of

24 the country.

25 na, KarNT: Well, : ar just saying, the point that
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1 I wanted to make is in fact, it has that trand. You can make

. 2 it strong or weak as you wish, but let me just make a comment

3 about whether or not society is risk averse or not.

4 There is a paper that recently came to my attention

5 in science and Public Policy, October, 1930, by a man named

6 sutcliffe, in which he mentions that the provincial

7 governrent of Groningen in Holland adopted an interesting

8 sliding scale in which accidents capable of causing ten

9 deiths ought to have a probability of not exceeding cne in

10 10,000, over 100 deaths not exceeding 1 in 100,000, that is

11 linear, and of a thousand deaths, conplete unacceptability.

12 so, instead of having an alpha of 1.2, they had

13 ons up to 1,000, and then it became infinite. The point I

14 wish to make is in fact, tnere are such considerations which

15 are active in society. This is, by the way, not with regard

16 to nuclear. It happened to be hazardous chamicals and their

17 explosion, and so forth, but it is an issue, and I am not

18 saying that one should adopt any specific approach, but I

19 don't think we can just dismiss it.

20 MR. SEGE: Mr . O ' Donnell?

21 MR. O DONNELL: Before one adopts an alpha factor

22 of greater than one, I think you should be aware that it dces

23 one thing that I think has an adverse ef f ect, in that it

24 reinforces an aspect of current regulatory policy that has

'

25 been criticized by both the xemeny conmission and Reboken

.. -
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1 Cenniasions, and that is the regulatcry preoccupation with

) 2 large censsinenca los prcbability evants, that is, the rajcr

3 double-ended pipe break, and the catastrophic accidents, and

4 it tends to put rescurces in design and allocatien of

5 regulatory tension into these very events, and which ihan

6 they are nultiplied by an expenent of 1.2 becene nagnified

7 in their inportance, and it does not -- it takes attention

8 away, I think, fron the TMI type events that are in fact

9 rare probably and do -- may in fact conf er a greater pcrtien

10 of tha risk, so I think it does hava that disincentive in

11 terns of the and result.

12 OR. OKar!T: Can I rake ene cennent thare? I hava

13 heard this kind of state ent nov ef ten enough fren peepic in

14 the industry that I an a little bit disturbed.

15 In the first place, I think the questien of

16 regulatory staf f focus en tha double-ended pipe break is not

17 relevant to the questien, because in fact the regulatory

| 18 staf f is verking very hard to try to provida senething to

19 deal with this, and it is not, in their vie <, a sericus

20 accident, because they have provided senething for it.
1

' 21 It seems to me that what the public is cencarned

22 about is not the intarruptive avant, which is what I vill

23 call TMI, but the avant, in fact, where large amounts of
;

'

24 radioactivity night get cut, and for anybcdy to say that

- 25 ctherwise, I think it is just vreng -- I will put it tha t vay.
|

|
t

|
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1 Now, he< cne gets, let us say, more probably to an

2 event involving large arounts of radicactivity may well indeed-

3 not be a double-ended pipe break. Maybe it in fact is a

4 chain of errers, and if you vant to say that, okay, but it

5 is in fact the possibilitf of a large radioactive release

6 that is the disturbing event, and I think you should, in my

7 opinion, word it that way.

8 MR. O'DONNELL: If I can just respend vary briefly,

9 I think what I was trying to get at was that in fact a

10 double-anded pipe break is one which consures an encrmcus

11 ancunt of tine in terms of analysis and yeah, we do in fact

12 have a way of dealing with it.

13 aut as everyone va: 1 coking at the large pipa

14 break, the stuck-open relief valve had essantially zero

15 atten tion . The risk aversion factor I can see very

16 conceivably leading to decisions that would favor introducticn

17 of core catchers and things of that nature which then become,

18 appear to be cost-ef fective when you apply that, and may put

19 resources into those things rather than into things such as

| 20 operational ' training or indicators on stuck-open relief valves.
|

! 21 If it is introduced for the purpose of addressing

22 public conceptions concerns, that may be very valid. I just

23 vish to point out that it dcas have in fact, I think, this

.

24 very real disincentive.
!

|

~

25 '!R . SEGE: Thank you. Mr. Hutt?
I
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1 MR. HUTT: I have been trying to draw an'alogias en

2 this risk aversion issue to other government regulatory
,

l
3 agencies, and it is interesting, the only place where I an

4 aware that Congress has in a sense explicitly dealt with the

5 issue, it has gone exactly the opposite from what you are

6 sugges tin g. There is an alpha, as I think I said yesterday,

7 of infinity under the Delaney clause, and that deals not with

I a catastrophic event of a large number of people being killed

9 by one event. It deals, rather, with isolated occurrences

10 ovur a long period of time that one can never quantify in

11 terns of effects.

12 In contrast with some events under Toxic Substa.7ces

13 Act, Food and Drug Act, Pasticides Lav, where there could be

14 catastrophic events such as botulism poisoning,- thalidemide,

15 things of that kind, where there is no special rule built in

16 the way there is for carcinogenic contanination of feods and

17 drugs as there is unfer the Delaney clause. I an not saying

| 18 there is any necessarily global message to that, but I an not

19 aware of a regulatory nechanisn that is built in specially by

20 congress to show an especial risk aversion for the single

l '
l

|
catastrophic event.

I

22
.

MR. COCHRA!!: Your nathanatical statement is
|

13 incorrect.

24 MR. HUTT: Well, I an not a nathematician, so I

I 25 apologise for that.

.
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1 DR. COCHRAN: Mext to the alpha, Delaney is z ero ,
,

- 2 not alpha of infinity.

3 >R . HUTT: Okay, vell whether it is sero -- but it

4 is an all or nothing -- it is a total risk aversion for -- I

5 didn't know the mathematics of it.

6 MR. LEVINE: You vould find infinity is just as

7 good as seven f or the coef ficient.

8 MR. HUTT: I will lat somebody else debate that.

9 MR. SEGE. Dr . Okrant.

10 DR. OKRENT: Again, without arguing pro er con on

11 risk aversien, because in fact I have an anbivalent pcsition,

12 I do think that the Congress in fact ovar tne years reacts

13 strongly when the large event occurs, and we try to look at

14 a correlation to coal nining safety legislation and accidants,

15 you find a very interestinc correlation with large accidents,

16 even though there may have been many more people being killed

17 with small accidents .

| 18 And if you look at the discussion on the Auburn

19 Dam recently, a big issue was the fact that if it failed in

20 fact it might kill en the order of three-quarters cf a

21 mi) lien people, and that this was a special considaration,

22 and so forth.

23 And in fact, I would even argue that with regard

24 to the point you just made, tha question I think in
-

25 Congress's miid is not truly that there is e risk to an

.. -
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1 individual, but in fact that there are 200 nillicn peopla'

,
involved, and so if the probability turned out to be ten to*

3 the minus four per year of scme carcinogen introducing cancer,

4 when you nultiply it by two times ten to the eight people, in

5 fact it is a big event which doesn't appear all on one day,

6 but it is still a big event, and in fact most of the reactor

7 ef f ects , v!.on you -- they are totalled up on ene page, but the

I bulk of the.m are calculated to be statistical things that vill

9 occur spread over the years.

10 MR. HUTT: okay, let na respend and agree in part

11 and disagree in part. I would distinguish sharply between

12 vhat it is that causes Congress to legislate, in which I

13 agree totally with you, one can go back from 1300 to the

14 present and trace every -- vall, not every, but- most

15 regulatory statutes to catastrophes, no question about that,

16 vell-documented, but when they legislate, they sPov no
,

17 particular risk aversion for a single catastrophic event as

| 18 contrasted with a series of undocunentable, isola ted

19 occurrences, and indeed one can show they seem to be more

20 ccacerned about the latter than the forner. hat was ny

21 poin t , 9 avid.

34
7 0. . Om'IT : In f a ct , I agree, and I said as nuch in--

,
.

23 a recent paper.
:

24 t'R . HUT": Okay. Then we bave got to be right.

25 "R. LI"I':E : Lot ne nake just ene nincr cernent,
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1 and that is that Cengress is of course inscrutabla and I see

- 2 nobody is taking ny advice to avoid the tern risk aversion, sc

3 for onca, I *eill say the penalty of scale is practicad, and

4 Bill Lawrence has just pointed this out to ne, in the

5 aviation industry, because if you look at the regulations the

6 FAA vithin its ccngrassional nandata has imposed on airplanes,

7 you find that thay do incraasa in stringency uith the si:e cf

8 the airplane, and therefore with the number ' cf people at

9 stake in a single accident.

10 An airplane above a certain si:e hcc to have

11 slightly better equipment, slightly better qualified pilots.

12 It works its way up according precisely in sene cases to the
.

13 veight of the airplano, others the number of passengers

14 carried, so that there is an element of the penalty of scale

15 built into the decisions of the FAA.

16 "oICE: But is it mere than linear?

17 gn, uuT?: Again, I don't disagree that sore

18 agencies hava done that. I was attempting to figure out, in

19 a sense talking, thinking out loud as to whether congrass

| 20 itself which cupposedly represents the enhodinent in cur

21 country of public opinien -- I say supposedly -- had ever scpt

22 of daalt sich this issue of risk aversicn explicitly. That

23 is all I was trying to deal with.

24 .'?. . SEGE: Sr. Sayea?

15 na, 3g733: .tell, Ocngress nay not be the bast

|

- _
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1 example . Ancther example of the public's aversion to events

s

2 in which large numbers of people are killed is reflected in

3 newspaper coverage, I think.

4 If you look, single deaths ara vary rarely rescrted

5 unless it is a famous person such as Mal Lewis, one would not

6 expect to see nuch attentien given to it, but en the other

7 hand, if you have five or six people, or a school bus, people

8 are killed, there is a tremendous amount of attention.

9 And *hree Mile Island is an example of the public's

10 interest and concern for risk aversion itself.

11 MR . LE" ire: Apart frca leaving subj ective

12 assassination attempts after this neeting -- you perhaps dcn't

13 watch the same television news programs I do, because they

14 seem to give more coverage to murders of single people than

| 15 they do to a large catastrophe, and my complaint is that I
I
t

16 have to wade through all this enormous coverage of single,

17 rather minor events , before I find out that, oh, by the way,

18 a revolution broke out in Poland today -- -

19 MR. SALISBURY: That is in southern california.

20 MR. SEGE: Okay, Mr. Salisbury, would you care to

21 add anything to this?

22 MR. , SALISBURY: !!ot particularly.

| 23 MR. SEGE: Okay, Dr. Kouts?

24 9R. KOUTS: I would like to move en to the

25 suggestien that genetic ef f ects be included in the criteria,
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1 or in the safety goals, and just ask what it means for -- when

2 it is said that the individual risks and the societal risks

3 are surrogate for genetic ef f ects . I don ' t know wha t tha t

4 means . That was said.

5 DR. OKR ENf: Let me make a comment, but let somebody

6 else address the question of why genetic ef fects should ha

7 there .

8 DR. KOUTS: I didn' t ask that, but that is a good

9 questien. I just vendered what it meant for ons to be

10 surrogate for the other. -

11 DR. OKRENT : The thought was that if you have
,

12 acheived a low level of scratic ef f ects , and of coursa,

13 depending en he< you have done your calculations, if you

14 haven't done it in a way so that it is not a gcod accounting
,

15 of genetic ef fects, you vould have at the same time kept

16 genetic effects to a rather lov level, in that sense, and so

17 there is a word other affects somewhere in this paper,

18 Now, I am not sura if I have answered your question.j

! 19 DR. KouTS: Yeah, you ansvered it.

20 MR. SEGE: Than k you . Any other comnents en Panel

21 C? Dr. Eisenbud?

22 OR. EISEN3US: I think there are two matters that

23 dcn't seam to have been nentioned, and one of them I think

24 dces bear on the question of genetic ef fects. I am thinking

25 of he< one deals with an exceedingly small boast or

_ _
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1 exceedingly small risk, let us say, of the order of ten to

2 the minus six per person, to let us say a population of four

3 billion pecple. Ycu can look -- ! think I could tell them

4 individually he er she ought not to be concerned about a risk

5 of tan to the minus six, but if I were let us say the I:nited

6 Nations er the World Mealth Organization 1 coking at world

7 health ganerally, and I saw that there was semathing that

8 could be dcne to prevent ten to the ninus six times four times

9 tan to the ninth cancer cases, which would he, what 4,0 00

10 cancer cases , if it could be easily done, I think I would

11 vant to take an action.

12 Nov, the EPA has recently begun to take sone cf

13 the effluents from the fuel cycle that are long-lived,

14 particularly carbon-14, f or exanple, and they calculate the

15 dose not only to people in this generation, but peopla over

16 the lifetime of the C-14, which you might say is 25,003 years,

17 you take 50,300 years, and take tan half-lives, and you end

18 up with a staggering number of people to when you apply an

19 exceedingly small dose, in this case, maybe your individual

20 risk is t o to the minus tonth, and it does involve the

21 genetic system as well as the possibility of producing cancer,

22 because in a case of C-14, it can have an effect on tha

23 genatic material.

24 And this in turn leads to the question, which has

25 not been discussed either, of what is our obligation to future

. .. --- . -- - - -
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1 generatiens, what kind of a criteria should we develop which

2 will give us the guidance we need in planning a vasta

3 repository if we have to compute doses rany thousands of

4 years into the future, and I don't think that we have the tine'

5 today to discuss these issues, but I would mention then so
,

6 that they can be in the record and perhaps be discussed at

7 sam e future time.

8 MR. SEGE: It is my understanding that Panel C did

9 ta%e up that issue, and I vender if Dr. Slovic or Dr. MacLean

10 or soneone in Panel C night nake a connent on it.

11 SR. S LO'fIC : Nell, I will start. We discussed that

12 extensively. We f elt it was vary important, but we could nct

13 get a good handle on just what the proper ethical guidelines
.

14 night be. A nunber of then were sugges ted, like you kncv,

15 providing the future with a nenu o,f opportunities that was at
16 least as good as that of the present.

17 We talked about the issue of trading of f future

18 well-being versus the cost that we impose upon then in order

19 to achelve that level, and ve decided we didn't kncv quite
|

| 20 how to nake that tradeof f, and we discussed the -- you kncv,

21 whether or not by attempting to na%e the risks very lee, the

22 expected risks very low, this would sonehov, you know,

23 settle the issue so we really wouldn't have to get into this,

24 and there was uneasiness ' tith that, so perhaps Dr. Fact.ean

25 vould care to elaborate. *1e did wrestle with it.

- -- _
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1 MR. SEGE: 7r. Cochran?

s
DR. COCHRAN : ilell, I would like to respcnd to-

-

3 another point that Ferril nade, if this is an approcriate

4 tine, not the one that paul nade.

5 MR . SEGE: okay. Dr., do you have anything to add

6 for second page, intergenerational eff ects?

7 DR. CCCHRAM: 'Tell, I think Merril has raised an

I issue that I think represents cne of the pitfalls of the

9 dinininus approach. There are sene historical examples we

10 can look at, turn to atmospheric tests, in terns of the

11 atnospheric test ban. The fallout in the northern hemisphere

l' let us take a number, four nillirems, from all the tests, and-

I3 vhan you multiply that times some risk nunber, lika 200

14 cancers per 10 to the 6 man-ren exposure, you get a vary

15 small individual risk, that sonebody night say is dinininus

16 compared to the other risks every day, and yet when you run

17 that over the three billion people or so in the northern
;
'

18 henisphere, you come out to some 3,3 00 or so cancers per year

19 from atnospheric testing, which is a fairly decent argunent

*O' for going underground, and also you can add a f ew deaths per

'l test, which would be sort of randen violonce in the northern-

ss
henisphere, but yet it is randon enough that the individual--

13 risks are fairly small, so I think there are nany tines when

24 it is very proper, in fact I think nost times when it is very

25 proper to do -- take into consideration these very, vary snali

i

!

.
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1 individual risks over a very large population.

.

2 MR. SEGE: Mr . Ma ls ch?-

3 MR. MALSCH: I just wantad to comment briefly on

4 tha t . In ny experienca in discussing with people, let us say,

5 who are writing environmental impact statements, talking about

6 the releases of long-lived radienuc1 hides, and you encounter

7 sharp disagreement to the propositien that you cught to de

8 calculations of that sort, and cone up with numbers of, let

9 us say, 3,000 can cers .

10 They disagree that that is meaningful, and what it

11 really comes down to is they just don't believe the linear --

12 DR. COCHRAN : They do if they ara genetic ef fects

13 where there is no controversy over the linear model --
_

14 MR. MALSCH: Mo, all I am saying is that I think

15 when you go do those calculations, it forces you to do some

16 very hard thinking about the relationship between dose and

17 ef f ect that you have been using.
4

18 MR. SEGE: Mr. Mutt?

19 MR. HUTT: Well, our panel discussed the kind of

20
|

question that Dr. Cochran has raised, at some length, and I

21 think it is fair to say that there was virtually unanimity

22 vith his approach, recognizing that you must at the same time

23 be honest with the public abcut what you are talking about,

24 and Marty, I think that gets to your point. Ycu can' t say

25 there will be 3,900 cancers per year. Ycu can say that is

~
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1 the upper beund risk with all these assumpt'icns. The one

'
2 think that our panel f alt strongly about, as tester pointed

3 out, vaa not sugar-ccating news, that you shouldn't talk about

4 risk in terns that the public can't understand, ten to the

"

5 minus five, tan to the ninus six. Ycu ought to put it right

6 out there for everybody to understand. Ne are ta lking about

7 so many cancar cases, so many deaths per year, upper beund

8 risk, and hare is what that all means . There is no sense

9 trying to kid anybody abcut it.

10 MR. SEGE : Dr. Nald?

11 DR. NA LD : Scn' t ycn f eel that also in order not

12 to f ool anybody, that that figure of 3,0 23 cases should also

13 have the nultiplication of the existing burden of cancer
.

14 nultiplied by that same population size, 3,000 nora cut of

15 what is really a fantastic number?

16 MR. MUTT: Absolutely.

17 DR. NALD: But if you hold up just that numerator,

|
| 18 I don't think that is being honest.
!
'

19 MR. McTT: There is no question about that. A

20 good -- and the best exanple we came up within our panel was

21 what happened when Congress decided to overrule the Fecd and

22 Orug Adninistration and pernit saccharine. The reed and

i
23 Drug Adninistration vent to Congress and said thera vill be

|

| 24 senevhere between zero, and if I renenber the figure right,
I

, 25 2,300 extra bladder cancer cases per year. We den't kncv
-

l
1

t

!
-

|
(
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1 whether it will be zero or 2,300 and that is in relaticn to

-

, 2 the universe, and Congress, acting on that information said,

3 that is an acceptable risk for the population. Now, I don't

4 vant to argue whether they were right or wrong, but at least

5 no one kidded Congress as to whar the issue vas. Chat is all

6 that our panel felt was important.

7 MR. SEGE: Dr. Cochran?

8 DR. COCMRAN: I just want to bear out another

9 pitfall in doing what you suggestad. I think that it is~very

10 appropriata to make those observations so that people can

11 comprehend the level of risk ene is referring to. The pitfall ,

12 however, is to take the next big step and inf er that therefore

13 this exposure of whatever it is is diminimus, or this level of

14 killing is diminimus .

15 che problen one runs into is in that type of

16 formulation ene is weighting cost versus cost instead of cost

17 versus benefits when one is trying to determine whether the;

18 decision makes sense, and it is nuch better to add up the

19 benefits and then see if they outweigh tha costs rather than

20 weigh the costs and then compare it to some extraneous cost
!

21 that may be totally irrelevant to the decision.

22 MR. SEGE: All good things cone to a close. He

13 are approaching 11:30, and I would like to get a show of

24 hands frcm the participants en the folle<ing question; after --

25 bef ore we adj ourn shortly in just a few minutes , ara there

i

.
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1 participants who sculd wish to have the record kept open for

- 2 some additional time af ter the formal close of the meeting

3 for the purpose of making statements for the record that time

4 this morning has not permitted to be made in the course of
,

5 the discussion. I s there any wish to make such additional

6 ststenents that participants -- if the record is open, how

7 many people vant to make a s tatanent?

8 MR. IEPROSXI: Can I ask a counter question? ?c we

9 have an opportunity to correct the record, an opportunity to

10 edit, let us say, cur own remarks?

11 MR. SEGE: No, crdinarily the transcripts of

12 meetings of this sort are not circulated for correction, and
,

13 it is understcod that they vill be an uncerracted record of

14 a conpetent reporter with ordinarily not nore than the form

15 of -- Dr. MacLean?

16 DR. MACLEAN: Well, then I think -- Nell, ny c<n

17 view cn this is that because some pecple have to leave right

18 at 11: 30 that it night he a distortion of the record vere a|

19 smallar f orun to centinue to make connents en the record.|

20 PR . SEGE: Yes, I unders tand the point.

i

( 21 M2 LE"IM E : I sculd like to support that, and

22 suggest that ne close the record when we are finishcd, and

13 that you accept frcm the participants any supplamantary

i
24 naterial for your evn benefit that they may provide, but as

25 all lawyers '<nev, you ought to alle< things that go into the
I

l
.

|

,
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1 record to be submitted to the group for counter-argument.

2 Otherwise, we will have a distorted record.

3 MR. SEGE: I appreciate these comments, so suppose

4 that in a couple of minutes we close both the workshop and

*

5 the record for now. I would than reopen it then for

6 insertion of any written statenants that pecple may wish to

7 give us the Senefit of having, and then these written

8 statements , I would ask our contact at Brcokhaven to

9 circulate to the other participants, in case that should

10 stimulata a response.

11 I want to thank the panel chairnan and the

12 participants for giving us tPe benefit of their kne<1adge and

13 >isden and energy and vigor with which this lar e and cenplex
,

14 issue of a safety goal for nuclear regulation has baen

15 approached in the past two and a half days.

16 The discussion has been extrenely helpful to me,

17 and I an quite sure that it will prove extracely helpful to

18 the Commissicn. Mr. O'Ocnnell?

19 MR. O'DONNELL: Could I just ask one question? Uhat
|
|

| 20 is the next step in the process?

21 2 SEGE: The next step in tre process, is tha

22 evaluation of the report by -- Brookhaven's preparaticn of

23 the repert will include the participation of tha panel
,

24 chairmen, the full surmaries of the panel reports , as reell as|

l

25 additional sttmnarias by the Brookhaven rappcrteu. s, a draf t

!

|

t

|
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1 of the raport vill be circulated to the panal participants.

2 The participants vill have an . opportunity to make ccmments

3 which then we take into account. '

4 If any participant should feel that he cannot

5 respend in the relatively short time available for cor.ments ,

6 or f aels that having responded, his comments are not

7 adequately ef fective, we vculd very nuch velcone any

8 additional views or connents that the participants would like

9 to submit directly to us. I would hope that any such

10 additional views would be in the form of a -- in the length of

11 a letter rather than a book, so that they could receive the

12 sort of consideration by the Connission, and, you knew, some

13 points, evaluations -- steering group -- and his comments,

14 all you want.

15 If there are no additional questions, thank you very

16 much, and again, our session is adjourned.

17 (Whereupon, at 11:32 a.m., the plenary Session in

18 the above-entitled matter was adjourned.)

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

.
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